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PREFACE
The thesis has been written in a chronological order with
each chapter summarizing prevously obtained data. Hopefully,
the repetition that this procedure entails does not belabor
the significant results. Each chapter constitutes a separate
manuscript and has either been revised and accepted for publica-
tion or is in the process of being critiqued. The project was
initially intended to be a rheological study of partially crys-
talline melts. However, such intense interest was generated
by the transparent, high density polyethylene samples crystal-
lized in the Instron Capillary Rheometer that the primary studies
were concerned with defining this crystal structure.
Chapter I contains an outline of the procedure for crys-
tallization in the rheometer, together with orientation and
melting point properties of translucent strands that were
isolated in a preliminary study. The evidence is consistent
with the presence of an extended chain component in the struc-
ture and is of such an unusual nature in comparison with con-
ventional polyethylene bulk crystallized structure that addition-
al studies were warranted. In Chapter II, the paramount im-
portance of the crystallization temperature on the sample
orientation, melting point, and degree of transparency is
emphasized. Additional aspects of the crystallization pro-
cedure are pointed out in Chapter II as well as Chapter V.
Precise x-ray and birefringence measurements of the
amorphous and crystalline orientation in the sample strands
constitute the main subject of Chapter III. The high degree
of crystallite orientation and crystalline content is used to
explain the significant light transmission of the samples.
Chapter IV summarizes the data and the conclusions obtained
from calorimetric and birefringence determinations of the
melting point. A comparative melting behavior study is also
presented with known polyethylene structures and with irradiated
Instron samples.
The data in Chapters I-IV is consistent with an extended
chain crystal structure; however, only the microscopy and
electron diffraction studies of Chapter V provide definitive
proof of the presence of such a structure. The morphology of
the Instron sample is defined in this chapter. Chapter VI is
merely a correlation of x-ray determinations of crystallite size
with electron diffraction data and existing models for the crys-
tal structure of polyethylene. The appendices are included
in order to define certain oscillatory flow behavior that some-
times accompanied the Instron crystallization procedure, to
further define the x-ray procedure, to present data concerning
the crystallization of polypropylene, and to outline several
areas of possible interest for future research.
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CHAPTER I
POLYETHYLENE CRYSTALLIZED UNDER THE ORIENTATION AND
PRESSURE OF A PRESSURE CAPILLARY VISCOMETER
Crystallization of a polymer while it is subjected to
orientation has recently become a subject of great interest. "^""'"^
This introductory study is concerned v/ith inducing crystal-
lization under the influence of pressure and orientation and
also with the nature of the crystalline structure so formed
from two commercial high density polyethylenes. The resins
utilized are Phillips Marlex 6009 having a melt index of 0,9
and Dupont Alathon 7050 having a melt index of 2,1. As most
of the experiments were conducted on the Dupont samples, the
subject will be Alathon 7050 unless noted otherwise. The
Marlex 6009, with its distinctly different melt index, was
largely used to confirm the generality of the phenomena ob-
served with the Alathon 7050. Crystallization is induced in
a capillary of 0.0508 cm. diameter, 2.56 cm. length, and 90°
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entrance angle by means of an Instron Capillary Rheometer
operating at constant plunger velocity.
Pressure losses in the barrel, elastic energy effects,
entrance corrections, and the Rabinowitsch-Mooney shear rate
correction were found to be of negligible importance to the
conclusions derived from the data obtained from the rheometer;
consequently, these corrections were not made on the rheolog-
ical data that is presented. For a given plunger speed in the
rheometer, the usual pressure trace for polyethylene in the
2melt state is characterized by a smooth curve that levels off
to an equilibrium value of the pressure. Such an equilibrium
value was attained for the Alathon 7050 at 140^C for plunger
velocities less than or equal to 0.5 cm./min,, corresponding
to a maximum apparent shear rate of 461 sec."^. For a capil-
lary of given dimensions, the shear stress can be computed
directly from this equilibrium pressure value, and the shear
rate is directly proportional to the plunger velocity. For
shear rates as high as 461 sec."^, it v/as found that the shear
stiTcoo aiivi olicax iaLfc; uaLcJ oL)L<iirieu at i40^u couid De supers-
imposed on similar data taken at 160°C by means of an exponen-
1
3
tial shift factor . The ability to superimpose flow curves
obtained at different temperatures implies that the basic flov/
mechanisms for the polymer chains do not change from one
temperature to another. Specifically, since the polyethylene
is in the melt state at 160^C, one can assume that it is also
fully melted at 140^C up to the shear rate of 451 sec."^.
Since it can be assumed that the formation of a significant
number of crystallites would lead to new flow mechanisms due
to an increased num.ber of stronger entanglement points, one
can state that no crystallites form at shear rates up to 461
sec."*^. This shear rate is accompanied by a shear stress of
4
1.81 X 10^ dynes/cm.^, corresponding to a pressure of 364
atmospheres.
At 140^C, the available plunger velocities greater than
0.5 cm./min. resulted in crystallization, as evidenced by the
data presented in Figure 1 v/hich indicates the effect of
crystallization on the pressure trace.'*- Literature values^
for shear rates leading to crystallization in polyethylene are
consistent with the shear rates computed directly from these
plunger velocities (1.0 cm./min. and greater). One should
note the irregular oscillations shovm in Figure 1. For a
particular polyethylene, the exact number and position of these
oscillations within each pressure trace is a function of both
the packing of the pellets into the barrel prior to extrusion
and n-F thp> f»v?irt amnnnf nf nnl vp>+-hv1 *:ino r*=>m?»-i ni nrt in -f-ho V.?.ry*o1
at a given time. Because of the packing problem, it is impos-
sible to exactly duplicate the oscillations occurring in each
trace. These pressure traces are distinctly different from the
smooth trace terminating in an equilibrium pressure that is
described above as the norm for polyethylene in the melt state.
For the plunger velocity shown in Figure 1, the pressure was
rising rapidly when the operational limit of the Instron was
attained at the pressure of 1920 atmospheres. This final rapid
rise in pressure was accompanied by the reduction of visible
flow of the extrudate from the rheometer. Frora a phenomenal-
istic viev/point, the upward trend evidenced by the pressure
trace implies the formation of crystallites. As will be fur-
ther explained, the crystallites are formed under a combination
of pressure and orientation effects occurring at the entrance
to the capillary. During the accompanying irregular oscillations
the extrudate was observed to exit from the capillary in a
* Refer to note on page 16.
4series of pulses. For a well defined oscillation, a relative-
ly unswollen, rough extrudate exited rapidly during the down-
slope of the pressure trace. As the pressure rose on the up-
slope of the oscillation, the extrudate became swollen and
smooth in appearance, and its exit velocity from the capillary
was greatly reduced. It is probable that the oscillations are
due to the onset of crystallization in the entrance to the
capillary where the pressure and orientation effects would be
expected to be at a maximum. Of the various plunger velocities
resulting in crystallization, the lowest pressure oscillations
were observed in Figure 1 to occur at the 5.0 cm./min. plunger
velocity in the vicinity of 900 atmospheres. A pressure of
this magnitude raises the equilibrium melting point above the
ambient temperature of 140°C, and it becomes feasible to define
a degree of supercooling for the polyethylene, an amount by
which the 140°C temperature is below the equilibrium melting
temperature. An empirical equation has been developed for
high density polyethylene that relates the degree of supercool-
ing ( AT) to a static pressure (P in atmospheres) and tempera-
ture of crystallization (T in ^C) as indicated in Equation
AT = + ^ ) P - T (1)M atm. c c ^ ^'
is designated as the equilibrium melting point of the perfect
polyethylene crystal and is 142 + 1 C . Using the P of 900
atmospheres observed for the first oscillations and a T^ of
5140°C, the value of 20°C was obtained for the degree of
supercooling of the perfect polyethylene crystal implying
that the crystallites may very well be responsible for the
oscillations. As entropy effects resulting from orienting
the melt prior to crystallization have been neglected in
applying Equation 1 (developed for static conditions), it can
be assumed that the actual degree of supercooling is somewhat
greater than 20°C. It is possible that the formation of these
crystallites in the capillary entrance region results in the
swollen, sluggish extrudate that is accompanied by an increase
in the pressure. An alternating stick-slip flow mechanism
for the semi-crystalline mass in the capillary may have been
responsible for the pressure oscillations. An alternate ex-
planation in which the oscillations are attributed to the
inclusion of elastically deformed polyethylene in the flow
stream from the vortices of this material existing at the
entrance to the capillary is discussed in Appendix I.
It must be emphasized that the exact pressure is known
only at the plunger head; however, within the +_ 2% reproduc-
ibility of the pressure traces for the polyethylene in the
melt state at 0.5 cm./min. and 140°C, it was found that the
barrel correction could be neglected. Hence, the pressure value
at the capillary entrance can be assumed to be equivalent to
that indicated by the pressure trace. The pressure in the
capillary is known to be a non-linear function of the distance
from the capillary entrance for a viscoelastic material such
as polyethylene. In the series of experiments discussed in
6
this report, no attempt has been made to determine this
pressure gradient directly. The pressure values noted here-
in are valid only down to the capillary entrance, it is also
Of interest to note that shear heating may be occurring within
the capillary, though evidence of this effect was not observed
with the rheometer temperature at 140^C and the rheometer ther-
mocouple located adjacent to the capillary entrance. As the
temperature of the polyethylene in the rheometer is a major
variable in obtaining crystallization, additional experiments
are suggested in order to determine the precise temperature
of the flowing melt as it exits from the capillary, after
undergoing the effects of shear over the entire length of the
capillary.
Once crystallization had occurred at 140°C as a result of
pressure and orientation, it became important to extract the
strand from the capillary in order to examine the crystalline
structure so produced. A procedure was developed to prevent
a portion of this crystalline structure from being melted dur-
ing its removal from the rheometer assembly. At 140^C, if the
pressure were to be removed, the polyethylene that had frozen
in the capillary would melt, destroying the original orienta-
tion. Equation 1 suggests that, if the pressure is maintained
above 1650 atmospheres, the equilibrium melting point of the
polyethylene at this pressure will be sufficiently high to
prevent melting. Hence, the temperature of the rheometer
assembly was decreased at the rate of l^C/rain. from 140°C
while maintaining the pressure between 1650 and 1920 atmospheres.
At the temperature of 114°C, it was assumed that the crystal-
line structure of the polyethylene would not alter and con-
sequently the pressure was removed. The strand extracted from
the capillary and the plug removed from the barrel were both
analyzed on the Perkin-Elmer Differential Scanning Calorimeter
Model-IB (hereafter identified as the DSC)"'-^'-'-'^. The plug
was found to have an average heat of fusion of approximately
47 cal/g.and a melting point of 133.4°C at a heating rate of
5°C/min. As these values are normal for high density poly-
ethylene, we can conclude that polyethylene which is simply
crystallized as a function of pressures up to 1920 atmospheres
followed by a cooling rate of l°C/min, does not yield unusual
crystal structures. The polyethylene in the rheometer is, of
course, subject to an annealing effect during the cooling cycle
down to 114°C, However, the low melting point of the plug
implies that this effect is minimal.
The strand obtained from the capillary was sectioned in a
plane perpendicular to the axis of flow and tested in the DSC.
The results are presented in Table I. On the basis of the
temperature of the peak in the fusion curve, commonly referred
to as the melting point, one can delineate three regions in
the strand. Considering the heats of fusion and the melting
points, two of these regions apparently have distinctly dif-
ferent crystal structures than that of the plug taken from the
barrel. It should be noted that Region 1, nearest the
entrance to the capillary, was translucent to visible light.
8In contrast, Region 3, which was closest to the exit of the
capillary, was opaque as was the plug in the barrel. The
intermediate Region 2 was not definable under an optical micro-
scope; however, DSC results implied that this relatively small
portion of the strand is a transition zone that contains some
of the translucent region and some of the opaque region.
Figure 2 shows the typical melting curves observed on the
DSC for segments of the strand taken from various regions.
The dual peaks of the transition region strongly suggest the
existence of two different crystal formations. To reinforce
this hypothesis, the breadth of the fusion curves obtained
for Region 3, representing a measure of the magnitude of the
distribution of crystallite perfection, are significantly
greater than those obtained for the relatively high melting
point structure composing Region 1.
It is now necessary to formulate an explanation incor-
porating the data presented. The cessation of extrudate flow
that was observed in the vicinity of 1600 atmospheres at 140°C
implies that the material has massively crystallized in some
portion of the rheometer. As a result of the large orienta-
tion effects occurring in the entrance to the capillary (more
fully explained below), the polyethylene is assumed to "freeze"
in the entrance and upper portions of the capillary. A pres-
sure drop from near a maximum of 1920 atmospheres to approxim-
ately atmospheric pressure immediately develops down the length
of this relatively solid material. Essentially, the polyethyle
of Region 3 may have crystallized under the pressure and
9orientation forces; however, this segment is at such a low
pressure that its melting point is below 140^0. In Table I,
this includes the portion of the strand from 0.60 to 2.50 cm.
from the capillary entrance. Either this Region 3 material
never crystallizes, simply remaining in the melt state, or a
crystal structure forms under the orientation-pressure effects
and subsequently melts as a result of the low pressure-high *
temperature combination. For either case, the segment would
be in the melt state at 140°C and would crystallize during
the cooling cycle down to 114°C. This conclusion was confirmed
by the results of a separate experiment Ccirried out in the
following manner. The Instron barrel was packed at 140®C and
the plunger velocity was set at 0.5 cm./min. After equilibrium
was attained, plunger motion was halted and the pressure removed.
The sample crystallized in the rheometer under atmospheric
pressure on reducing the temperature from 140°C to 114°C at
a rate of l*^C/min. At this juncture, the strand was removed
from the rheometer and examined on the DSC. Except for the
lack of pressure and orientation during crystallization, this
strand received the same treatment as the one examined in
Table I. A comparison of the two showed that Region 3 of the
strand in Table I had a heat of fusion of 46.5 cal/g. which
was similar to that of the strand produced without benefit of
pressure and orientation. Furthermore, the melting points
were approximately 133.5*^C. One concludes that the basic
crystal structure and the percent crystallinity were the same
10
in both cases. Essentially, Region 3 consists of material
that is crystallized as a function only of thermal conditions.
In addition to the evidence provided by the heats of fusion
and the melting points, wide angle x-ray photographs of ''.egion
3 showed concentric rings that define a crystal structure that
is lacking in orientation. This lack of orientation supports
the above explanation.
An explanation for the existence of the relatively high
melting point material composing the zone adjacent to the
capillary entrance is now in order. As has been previously
asserted, these crystals with final melting points of more
than 138°C are the result of orientation in the entrance to
the capillary and of pressure exerted on the material. Using
a plunger speed of 1.0 cm./min. to induce crystallization,
extrudate flow was observed to cease in a range between 1500
to 1600 atmospheres. One could postulate that a critical
degree of supercooling, as computed from Equation 1, resulted
in crystallization. The region melting above 138°C did not
result from pressure induced crystallization alone because the
polyethylene in the barrel was subjected to similar pressure,
yet it melted at 133. 5°C. However, if to the effect of the
pressure on the melting point, resulting in a driving force
for crystallization, one adds the orientation effect that
occurs at the capillary entrance, it is possible to explain
the formation of the high melting point structure.
Orientation is believed to be mainly due to the velocity
11
gradients parallel to the axis of flow. As an example of the
velocity gradient along the center axis of flow, the material
must accelerate from a velocity of 5 cm./min. in the barrel
to 1750 cm./min. in the capillary. A study of a number of
strands formed under orientation and pressure shows that an
increase in the plunger velocity results in greater penetra-
tion of Region 1 down the capillary, i.e., a greater amount of
high melting point material in the strand. At 140°C, a plunger
velocity of 1.0 cm./min. produced a Region 1 that extended
approximately 0.35 cm. down the capillary away from the entrance,
whereas a Region 1 of a 0.85 cm. length was produced at a 5.0
cm./min. plunger velocity. It should be noted that a greater
plunger velocity produced a greater velocity gradient along the
axis of flow. This parallel gradient is largest in the coni-
18
cal entrance region of the capillary and is believed to be
the principal reason for the drawing of the polymer chains in-
to an oriented crystal structure. As a confirmation of the
importance of the parallel velocity gradient, a distribution
of crystal perfection was found to exist along the strand axis.
As in Table I, it was consistently found that the melting points
of the translucent material rose to a maximum in the transition
region. Furthermore, wide angle x-ray photographs indicated
increased orientation along the axis of flow on traveling down
the translucent portion of the strand away from the capillary
entrance. The increase in the degree of orientation determined
from x-ray data is believed to be linked with the observed
increase in the melting point. A typical x-ray photograph
indicating the orientation in Region 1 is shown in Figure 3.
Orientation phenomena in capillary viscometers are usual-
ly attributed to the shearing conditions resulting from velocity
gradients perpendicular to the axis of flow. If such is the
case for the crystallization procedure described above, one
would expect to get a radial distribution of shear rate and/or
shear stress. With the possible exception of the coexisting
structures in Region 2, this was not observed in the DSC
studies of strands such as the one shown in Table I. Essen-
tially, a dual peak would be expected for the fusion curves of
segments from Region 1 if a radial distribution occurred, and
such is not the case. Thus the velocity gradient perpendicular
to the axis of flow does not seem to be the significant factor
in producing the oriented crystal structure.
As indicated previously, the polyethylene in the rheometer
is subject to annealing after crystallization has occurred
(during the thermal cooling cycle). It is possible that anneal-
ing results in an elimination of a radial distribution of
crystallite perfection and in the resulting narrow fusion curve
shown in Figure 2-a for a Region 1 segment. However, the
assertion that the important velocity gradient is parallel to
the axis of flow and in the capillary entrance region is con-
sistent with results noted in the literature. Specifically,
crystallization in polypropylene is initiated in the capillary
entrance region"*"^, where the greatest velocity gradient is
13
parallel to the flow axis^^. m polypropylene studies, it
was also found that the first crystallites are formed in the
center of the cylindrical extrudate^°, a position where a con-
dition of zero radial velocity gradient exists in conjunction
with a maximum longitudinal velocity gradient (parallel to the
axis of flow in the capillary). Thus the evidence leads to
the conclusion that the Instron procedure does not result in
crystallization induced from the shearing action provided by
the radial velocity gradient within the capillary. Crystal-
lization is the direct result of the longitudinal velocity
gradient in the entrance region in combination with the applied
pressure.
For the Dupont polyethylene, we have seen that the seg-
ment encompassing Region 1 of the strand was both highly
oriented and had a melting point in the vicinity of 138. 5°C.
For high density polyethylenes, experiments to produce melting
points of this magnitude from lamellar chain folded crystals
have required growth time measured in hours and very low values
of the degree of supercooling. However, conditions existent
in the capillary during the crystallization due to orientation
and pressure permit, at most, a few minutes for the crystal-
lization to occur under relatively enormous degrees of super-
cooling. In conjunction with these factors, observations on
the electron microscope and the DSC lead to the proposition
that the fundamental component of the oriented crystal struc-
21
ture consists of polymer chains in an extended conformation •
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Electron micrographs utilizing a Japan Electron Optics
scanning microscope, Model JSM-1, were obtained on fracture
surfaces of the strands broken under liquid nitrogen. Region 1
was found to have a very fibrillar substructure with probable
orientation of the fibers along the axis of flow, A photo-
graph of a fracture surface in the transition region of a
Marlex 6009 sample showed a columnar structure with the columns
definitely oriented along the flow axis as can be seen in
Figure 4. In contrast to this photograph, Figure 5 showed a
fracture surface in Region 3 of the same Marlex strand. Note
the complete lack of oriented structure in this material that
is thermally crystallized and is assumed to be entirely chain
folded. When tested on the DSC, the segment shown in Figure
5 had a single melting peak at 133,4°C, whereas the transition
region segment shown in Figure 4 resulted in dual melting peaks
of 133.1^C and 136. 3°C. The transition region may, in fact,
be composed of extended chain crystallites oriented along the
axis of flow in conjunction with chain-folded lamellae. Such
a proposed structure would be consistent with the columnar
structure shown, in Figure 4, as well as the observed dual melt-
ing peaks. Higher magnifications of Region 3 segments showed
surfaces that exhibited signs of microdrawing, a result of the
fracture process; however, in none of the Region 3 material
was there any evidence of a fibrillar substructure such as
was consistently found for Regions 1 and 2. The essential
factor is that the polyethylene in Regions 1 and 2, crystallized
15
under both orientation and pressure, has a definite fibrillar
structure as exemplified in Figure 4.
It has been shown that polyethylene extended chain crystals
can be superheated much more readily than can folded chain
22-24
crystals
, If the high melting point portion of the strand
produced in the capillary of the Instron Rheometer is indeed
composed of an extended chain structure, then this portion
should be clearly more prone to superheating than a lamellar
chain folded structure formed from the same polyethylene. In
order to test the proposition concerning the existence of an
extended chain crystal structure in those portions of the strands
showing orientation. Region 1 of strands formed from the Dupont
resin at 140°C and a 5.0 cm./min. plunger speed was sectioned
into two segments, identified as being either nearest the
entrance or nearest the exit of the capillary. At a selected
series of six scan rates, these segments were run from 69°C
to 162^C. Each segment was held at 162^C to insure melting,
and then recrystallized by returning the temperature to 69°C
at 10°C/min. A second scan was immediately run at the pre-
selected scan rate on the sample which is assumed to have
recrystallized into a lamellar chain folded structure. The
first scan is on oriented material, and the second scan is
assumed to be on unoriented material. An examination of
Figure 6 showed that the curve corresponding to the first scan
had an average slope (a measure of the degree of superheating)
that was more than twice that obtained for the second scan.
16
This observation agrees with the assumption that extended chains
constitute the fundamental component of Region 1,
The data presented constitutes supporting evidence for
the formation of an extended chain crystal structure in the
Instron Capillary Rheometer* Hov;ever, more intensive x-ray,
thermal, and electron microscopy studies will be provided in
succeeding chapters to determine the exact nature of the
structure. It should be noted that other researchers have
postulated structures formed under the influence of orientation
9-11
ing behavior of the crystal structure found in Region 1 of the
strand is not sufficient to prove the presence of extended
chains
#
'V Crystallization of the polyethylene in the Instron Rheometer wa^ also
evidenced by an observed increase in the density of the material in the
rheometer barrel. The density increase accompanying the above-mentioned
pressure rise was measured at ]kO' C for Alathon 7050. The density of the
polyethylene in the melt state was 0.80 g/cm^ under a plunger velocity of
0,5 cm/min. ; however, a plunger velocity of 1.0 cm/min. , leading to a rapid
3
pressure rise, resulted in a density increase to 0.9^ g/cm (as calculated
from weight extruded, volume displaced, and volume remaining).
17
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TABLE I
Results of DSC Study of Strand Formed Under a Plunger Speed
of 1 cm/min. at 140°C.
Length from
Capillary
Entrance
(Centimeters)
Temperature
of Peak in
Fusion Curve
(+ 0.4°C)
Heat of Fusion
(+ 4% in
Calories/gram)
Region 1. 0 - .15 138.1 56.8
.15 - .32 138.7 59.4
Region 2. .32 - .49 138.9, 133.6 58.5
.49 - .60 137.6, 134.5 66.5
Region 3. .60 - .75 133.9 45.8
• 75 - .85 134.3 43.8
.85 -1.00 134.1 46.9
1.00 -2.50 End of 133.9 46.7*
Strand
The segment from 1.00 to 2#50 cm. is accurate to + 2% due
to the X 8 scale on the DSC# The smaller segments required
the use of the x 2 scale which resulted in less accurate
measurements for the heat of fusion.
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LEGEND FOR ATTACHED FIGURES
Page 21. Figure 1,
Page 22. Figure 2.
Page 23, Figure 3. Region 1 of Alathon 7050 formed at 5.0
cm./min. and 140°C (flow axis perpendic-
ular to equator).
Page 24. Figure 4. Region 2 of Marlex 6009 strand formed at
1.0 cm./min. and 140°C (columns oriented
parallel to flow axis). Magnification;
X 3000.
Page 25. Figure 5, Region 3 of Marlex 6009 strand formed at
1.0 cm./min. and 140°C. Magnification:
x 300.
Page 26. Figure 6.
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CHAPTER II
THE PROPERTIES OF
POLYETHYLENE CRYSTALLIZED UNDER ORIENTATION AND PRESSURE
EFFECTS OF A PRESSURE CAPILLARY VISCOMETER
This is a study of crystallinity induced in a high density
polyethylene under the influence of orientation and pressure
25—2 7
effects in an Instron Capillary Rheometer, The crystal
structures so produced are found to be unusual in terms of
melting point, orientation, modulus, and transparency. The
instrumentation used in analyzing the crystal structures in-
cluded a Perkin-Elmer Differential Scanning Calorimeter Model
1-B (DSC), wide angle x-ray equipment, and the To Yo Vibron
instrument for dynamic tensile modulus measurements.
Crystallization Procedure
All tests were performed on a single polyethylene, Dupont
Alathon 7050, unless noted otherwise. It has a density of
a
0,978 g/cm and a melt index of 2.1, Gel permeation chromo-
tography and light scattering provided number and weight aver-
age molecular weights for this polymer of 18,400 and 52,500,
respectively.
In the procedure used for inducing crystallization, the
Instron Capillary Rheometer was operated at a series of con-
stant plunger velocities. The effect of certain plunger speeds
in combination with test temperatures of 130^C to 145^C was
such that the recorded Instron pressure trace failed to attain
a steady state or even an average value over long times. The
pressure required to move the plunger at a constant velocity-
was observed to increase to the maximum value attainable in
the rheometer (1900 atm*), with accompanying reduction of
extrudate flov;. This is contrary to the usual observations
concerning the extrusion of high density polyethylenes and
vjas suggestive of crystallization in the rheometer.
The specimen of interest consisted of the strand that
crystallized in the rheometer capillary. After reduction of
flow, the pressure v;as maintained in the vicinity of 1900 atm.
in order to prevent the structure from returning to the melt
state. This is accomplished under such a pressure since the
equilibrium melting point of the polyethylene v;ill be approx-
o ?8im.ately 180 C, ' a value that is much higher than the ambient
rheometer temperatures (130-145^C), It can be assumed that no
melting occurs in the crystallized material once it has formed
in the high pressure segment of the capillary length adjacent
to the capillary entrance, A pressure drop exists over the
length of the capillary, and the polyethylene in the capillary
adjacent to the exit is subject to reorganization due to the
lower pressure value.
The rheometer v;as cooled after reduction of flow at a rate
of l^C/min,, .while maintaining the 1900 atmospheres of pressure.
On cooling to llO^C, it v;as assumed that no additional changes
would occur in the crystal structure at atmospheric pressure;
hence, the pressure v;as released and the capillary removed
from the rheometer « The polyethylene strand in the capillary
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was sufficiently cohesive to retain its cylindrical shape
on being forced from the capillary. The capillary used to
form the strands was of the following dimensions: 0.0508 cm
diameter, 2.56 cm length, and 90° entrance angle. It is to
be emphasized that only the segment that is adjacent to the
capillary entrance retains the crystal structure formed under
pressure and orientation. The crystallinity in the segment
adjacent to the capillary exit is formed during the cooling
cycle. This report is primarily concerned with the properties
of the transparent segments near the entrance of the capillary
that are under sufficient pressure to prevent reorganization
during the cooling cycle. Note that the transparent segments
were crystallized at lower temperatures than the 140°C Rheometer
temperature used in Chapter I which resulted in translucent
segments.
Effect of Plunger Velocity and Rheometer Temperature
As has been explained in greater detail in Chapter I, the
crystallization process initially occurs in the entrance region
of the capillary as the consequence of both pressure and orienta
tion. For a given plunger velocity, it is reasonable that the
influence of both pressure and orientation on the flowing melt
is a function of the rheometer temperature. An example of this
temperature effect is presented in Figure 7 in which a 0.5 cm/
min. plunger velocity was utilized. At 139°C, the pressure
trace is observed to attain an equilibrium value of 373 atm.
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The qeneral shape of this pressure trace is typical of those"
obtained for a fully melted polyethylene.
Figure 7 also contains a pressure trace at a 138°C rheometer
temperature. Never leveling off as in the 139^C example, the
pressure during extrusion at 138°C increases to the 1900 atm.
limit with accompanying reduction of extrudate flov;. Thus a
temperature drop of about 1*^C v;as sufficient to result in mas-
sive crystallization in the rheometer. Due to temperature
gradients existing in the barrel and capillary, the accuracy
of the temperature in the rheometer v/as limited to + 0. 5°C
(neglecting the possibility of shear heating). It should also
be noted that the pressure traces presented in this report
represent uncorrected data. Such factors as pressure losses in
the barrel, elastic energy effects, and entrance corrections
are of negligible importance to the conclusions derived here.
Rheometer tem.perature is critical not only in obtaining
crystallization in the capillary but also in determining crys-
tal structure within the strand. For a constant plunger velocity
of 5.0 cm/min., Table II shows the melting points from peak
maxima of DSC fusion curves for the four millimeter strand
segments adjacent to the capillary entrance crystallized at
various rheometer temperatures. These melting points, ranging
from 137.6*^C to 140. 1°C, are indicative of an extended chain
crystal structure and/or a chain folded structure with a
relatively long fold period. The brief time for crystalliza-
tion under the combined influence of pressure and orientation
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is consistent with the formation of a crystal structure con-
taining an extended chain component, since lengthy annealing
times are usually required to form long fold periods. However,
lov; angle x-ray studies are necessary for more definitive crys-
tal structure determinations. It is interesting to note that
the maximum melting point in Table II has the relatively high
value of 140.1 +_ 0.4°C. For crystallization temperatures belov;
136°C and also for those above 139^C, the melting points are
notably lower. The implications of these results to the crys-
tal morphology v/ill be discussed in conjunction with the
orientation data obtained from vjide angle x-ray equipment.
It is also of interest to point out, for comparative purposes,
that the initial melting points of the Alathon 7050 (prior to*
processing in the Instron) were on the order of 132 - 133^C.
A v;ide angle x-ray photograph of the high melting point
portion of a strand produced at 136^C is shown in Figure 8.
The presence of arcs, rather than concentric circles, in the
reflections is evidence for crystal orientation in this seg-
ment. A quantitative measure of the orientation was obtained
by performing an azimuthal scan to determine the average angle
v,o4-,.fo^n i=^3,ny^ s o-P +-he Crystallite unit cell and the directio
of flow in the capillary. The orientation functions pre-
sented in Table III as a function of crystallization tempera-
ture v;ere obtained from the average angle values ( e) using the
following equation:
. 2. ,
3^
where x refers to either the a-, b-, or c-axis of the unit
cell. An orientation function value of -1/2 corresponds to a
particular axis of the unit cell being perpendicular to the
flow direction, and a value of + 1 indicates that the axis is
aligned parallel to the flow direction. In all cases presented
in Table III, the x-ray beam was targeted on the strands at a
point approximately 4 mm. from the capillary entrance. The c-
axis of the unit cell is the axis down the length of the poly-
mer chain. The c-axis orientation function is approximately
+ 0.9 for crystallization temperatures of 132 - 138°C. This
is conclusive evidence that the polymer chains are significant-
ly aligned in the crystal structure in the direction parallel
to the flow axis.
It was also observed that c-axis crystal orientation
decreased with increasing crystallization temperatures above
138^C; see Table III. Sieglaff and O'Leary have provided a
qualitative confirmation of this effect using a technique for
the crystallization of polypropylene that is similar to the
one described in this report. For polypropylene crystallized
over the range of 170 to 195°C, they reported that crystal
orientation generally decreased with increasing rheometer
temperature. For polyethylene, the data presented in Table
III shows that c-axis orientation decreases above 138°C; how-
ever, below this temperature down to 132°C, the orientation
does not change significantly as a function of crystallization
temperature.
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The drop in orientation in the structure crystallized at
140°C relative to that crystallized at 138°C is also accom-
panied by a decrease in the melting point. Specifically, the
data in Tables II and III show that, as the melting poirt
dropped from 140. 0°C to 138. 8°C, the orientation function also
dropped from + 0,9 to + 0.7 on going from the 138°C to the
140*^C crystallization temperature. This comparison constitutes
supporting evidence for a correlation of increasing crystallite
perfection, as measured by increasing melting point, with in-
creasing c-axis orientation. Such a correlation could be
explained by an increase in the number of extended chain crys-
tallites relative to the lower melting point, chain folded
lamellae; an enhanced importance of extended chains in the
crystal structure would result in the observed melting point
increasing with increasing c-axis orientation.
An entirely different effect was observed in comparing the
strands crystallized at 132°C and 134°C. As shown in Table II
and III, crystal orientation did not change significantly for the
two strands, but the melting point increased from 137.6°C to
139.6°C on going from a crystallization temperature of 132°C
to 134°C. A possible explanation for this observation is an
annealing of the internal defects in the crystal structure
that is more easily accomplished at higher temperatures. Such
an annealing process does not, in general, have a significant
If effect on the orientation function, hence the approximately
constant orientation data for crystallization temperatures
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from 132 - 138°C. "^"^
Perhaps the most remarkable property of the strands crys-
tallized at temperatures from 132 - 138°C is their transparency
to visible light. They are extremely clear, as can be s »en
in the transmission photograph, shown in Figure 9, which con-
tains a transparent segment crystallized at 136°C. It is
possible to look through the 0.05 cm diameter segment and observe
the scale markings on a clear ruler that has been placed beneath
the strand. The strand in this photograph has been immersed
in an oil of similar refractive index in order to reduce the
lens effect due to its cylindrical shape. The opaque segment
seen adjacent to the transparent one was crystallized during
the cooling cycle. As a point of comparison to show the dis-
tinct differences in the crystal structure, the melting point
of the transparent segment (adjacent to the capillary entrance)
is 140^, while that of the opaque segment (adjacent to the
capillary exit) is 134°C.
It must be emphasized that light is being transmitted
through segments that Eire highly crystalline. Using a value
of 69.2 cal/g. as the heat of fusion of the perfect extended
chain crystal, "^^ the experimental DSC heats of fusion of 57.2
cal/g. {+_ 2%) for the transparent segment shown in Figure 3
indicate 83% crystal linity. A density measurement for percent
3
crystallinity gave a value of 86%, using 1.001 cm /g. as the
3
specific volume of the perfect crystal and 1.173 cm /g. as that
Of the completely amorphous unit. It is not expected that
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density and specific heat measurements should give an identical
value for the crystalline content; they are based on different
calibrations for crystallinity determination.
It was found that the temperature in the Instron Rheometer
is a critical factor in obtaining transparent segments. This is
emphasized by the observation that a plunger velocity of 5.0
cm/min. resulted in a translucent segment for crystallization
at 139°C, whereas a transparent segment was obtained at 138®C.
As indicated in Figure 10, the pressure traces for 138°C and
139°C, that accompanied the formation of these segments, were
distinctly different. As noted in Chapter I, a possible explan-
ation for the irregular pressure oscillations at the higher
temperature could involve an alternating formation and destruc-
tion of a crystalline network in the flowing polyethylene,
resulting in a stick-slip flow mechanism. Evidence obtained
from extrudate weight and plunger volume displacement gave
effective density data which implied that a density increase
was occurring in the material remaining in the rheometer bar-
rel during these oscillations. The observed density increase
is evidence for the existence of a critical density require-
ment at a given temperature that must be met in order to induce
stable crystallites from the flowing melt. It is of interest
that transparent segments, formed at rheometer temperatures
below 139°C, were accompanied by pressure traces during
crystallization that were similar in form to the 138°C trace
shown in Figure 10.
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The physical change from transparent to translucent as a
function of increasing crystallization temperature has been
observed previously on an industrial type of extrusion appara-
35tus. Similar in principle to the Instron Capillary R^<5ometer,
the apparatus produced a transparent polyethylene tube at
temperatures near the atmospheric melting point of the
polyethylene. A temperature gradient, maintained down the
barrel, is necessary in order to produce a continuous extrudate.
The gradient prevents the solidification of the material in
any region other than that at the die exit.
It is of interest to note that, for a given rheometer
temperature, the plunger velocity has little effect on the
clarity of the strand. An increase in the plunger speed from
the 5 cm/min. value that resulted in the pressure traces in
Figure 4 to a value of 10 cm/min. at the 139*^C temperature
still resulted in the formation of a translucent strand accom-
panied by pressure oscillations. This reinforces the earlier
assertion that the temperature is the critical factor in pro-
ducing transparency. Additional evidence supporting this
conclusion was obtained from the crystallization of Marlex 6009.
For Alathon 7050 and Marlex 6009, the melt indices of 2.1 and
0.9, respectively, are indicative of differences in the molec-
ular weight distributions of the two polymers. The strands
produced from both polymers exhibited the previously described
change from transparency to translucency at 139^C. The lack
of influence of plunger velocity and molecular weight on the
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transparent to translucent change may indicate that 138^c is a
maximum temperature for the formation of transparent polyethylene
by means of pressure and orientation techniques available in
an Instron Rheometer. The translucent quality observed in
strands crystallized at temperatures greater than 139°C may be
the result of a partial melting of the structure, an effect
that can be attributed to the pressure drop which occurs in the
capillary.
Superheating of the Transparent Segments
36Other studies have shown that extended chain crystals
are more superheatable than chain folded crystals. With this
superheating effect in mind, a series of DSC scans at different
heating rates were obtained on transparent segments produced
at 136°C and on translucent segments produced at lAO'^C,^^
These results are compared in Figure 11. Note that the apparent
melting points (from maxima in fusion curves) for the transparent
segments rise from 137.5*^C to 146. 7°C at scan rates of 0.625°C/
min. and 20^C/min., respectively. This constitutes a 9.2^C
rise in the apparent melting point due to superheating. Over
identical scan rates, the translucent strands exhibited only
a 6.5^C melting point increase. The conclusion is that the
transparent segments are significantly more superheatable than
the translucent segments, and hence it is probable that extended
chains form a more important element in the overall crystal
structure of the transparent segments.
In Figure 11, the shapes of the two curves at scan rates
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below 2,5^C/min. are of some importance. The curve for the
translucent segments goes through a minimum which is lacking
in the curve for the transparent segments. A minimum value
suggests that the material is reorganizing into a more perfect
crystal structure at sufficiently low heating rates. Such
observations are the norm for chain folded structures that in-
crease their fold period as well as anneal out the irregular-
36ities in the crystal structure. A model of a chain folded
structure in combination with an extended chain structure is one
possible crystal scheme that could account for the observed
superheating and annealing of the translucent segments. The
validity of such a proposed model will be established in electron
diffraction studies reported in a later chapter.
Effect of Time at 136^C on Transparent Segment Length
If the cooling cycle were not immediately initiated on
cessation of extrudate flow, it was found that the length of
the transparent segment could be increased as a function of
time at the constant crystallization temperature. Figure 12
shows the transparent segment length as a function of time at
136^C. The transparent segment formed after 30 minutes at
136°C prior to initiating the cooling cycle was found to extend
16 mm into the capillary from the entrance, as compared with
the 10 mm long segment formed in zero minutes before cooling
(maintaining approximately 1900 atmospheres until the cooling
cycle is finished).
It was found that extrusion continued very slowly after
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crystallization had occurred. From Figure 12, this extrusion
rate was computed to be approximately 0.2 mm/minute. • As there
was no detectable effect of time on either the crystal perfec-
tion or crystal orientation (the entire transparent segment
length had a c-axis orientation function of + 0.9 and a melt-
ing point of 140°C), the advancing crystal structure can be
assumed to be moving down the capillary as a solid plug. The
implication of these observations is th^t only a very slow flow
rate at the 1900 atm. of pressure is required to produce the
oriented, transparent crystal structure. Hence, the orientation
produced in the structure may not be due to the magnitude of
the flow rate, but only to the magnitude of the change in the
flow rate occurring in the conical capillary entrance region.
This longitudinal change in velocity per unit distance through
the entrance region is, in all probability, the critical factor
in producing the oriented, transparent structure. In suggested
experiments using glass capillaries, it is hoped that it will
be feasible to conclusively define the exact manner in which
the final crystal structure is formed.
Elastic Modulus of a Transparent Segment
The strand annealed for 80 minutes at 136*^C before cooling
was transparent throughout its 25 mm length (see Figure 12).
This strand was tested on the Vibron at 30°C and the results
compared with those of an unoriented strand of similar length
that was formed by simply cooling polyethylene in the melt
state at l°C/min. The data is presented in Table IV together
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with Takayanagi's data obtained on a drawn polyethylene, Marlex
50, having an orientation function +0.98, and 86% crystallinity,
and a melting point of 137°C.^'^ The tensile storage modulus
attained the largest value for the strand crystallized under
the pressure and orientation conditions existing in the Instron
Rheometer. This modulus value of 6.6 x lO"'"^ dynes/cm^ is more
than four times that of the unoriented, thermally-crystallized
strand. This high modulus is due to both the high crystalline
content and to the orientation of these crystals.
Conclusions
Evidence has been presented to show that strands can be
formed in the instron Rheometer that have a relatively high
melting point, modulus, and oriented crystal content, combined
with the property of being transparent. The distinctive
engineering possibilities of these transparent strands indicate
the need for additional research in this field. Our own work
continues with the goals of developing a process for the rapid
production of a continuous strand with such properties as well
as determining more about the crystal structure. The remainder
of this thesis will be primarily devoted to detailing the struc
ture and the thermal properties of the strands crystallized
with the Instron procedure.
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TABLE II
MELTING POINT AS A FUNCTION OF RHEOMETER CRYSTALLIZATTOMTEMPERATURE BY DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING CALO^ME^RY^(SCAN RATE 50C/MIN.
)
Rheometer Melting
Crystallization Point
Temperature (oc) ( +o . 4°c
)
132 137.6
134 139.6
136 140.1
137 140.0
138 140.0
139 140.0
140 138.8
142 139.0
144 138.8
*The samples were the 4 mm. segments adjacent to the capillary
entrance crystallized at a plunger speed of 5#0 cm/min#
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TABLE III
X-I^Y ORIENTATION DATA AS A
FUNCTION OF CRYSTALLIZATION TEMPERATURE
Temperature ( C): 132 134 136 138 140 142
Orientation
Functions (+^0.05)
a - Axis
-0.4
-0.4
-0.4
-0.4
-0.3
-0.3
b - Axis
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.4
-0.3
c - Axis +0.9 +0.9 +0.9 +0.9 +0.7 +0.6
•
TABLE IV
MODULI OF POLYETHYLENE CRYSTALLIZED UNDER
VARIOUS CONDITIONS MEASURED ON THE VIBRON
:
.
(30OC, 110 cps)
Sample Description: Instron Unoriented, Drawn
At 1360C Thermally Marlex 50
Formed (Takayanaqi)
Tensile Storage" ^
Modulus (dynes/cm.2) 6,6 x 10 1.5 x 10 " 4,0 x 10
Tensile Loss
o a ft ft
Modulus (dynes/cm.^) 6.6 x 10 3.7 x 10 2.8 x 10
Note that the theoretical elastic modulus for polyethylene is
260-320 X lO^*^ dynes/cm, 2 [A, Peterlin, Polymer Engin, and Sci.,
9, 172 (1969)].
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LEGEND FOR ATTACHED FIGURES
Page 46, Figure 7.
Page 47, Figure 8. Transparent segment formed at 5.0 cm/min.
and 136°C (Flow Axis Perpendicular to
Equator)
Page 48. Figure 9. Transmission Photograph Showing Clear
Scale Observed through 0.0508 cm Diameter
Strand.
Page 49. Figure 10.
Page 50. Figure 11.
Page 51. Figure 12.
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CR^PTER III
THE ORIENTATION AND STRUCTURE OF POLYETHYLENE CRYSTALLIZED
UNDER THE ORIENTATION AND PRESSURE EFFECTS
. OF A PRESSURE CAPILLARY VISCOMETER
Introduction
High density polyethylene has been crystallized under com-
bined orientation and pressure effects in the Instron Capillary
Rheometer .^^"^^ The crystal structure so formed has both a
high degree of crystal perfection and a high degree of crystal
orientation. The structure is distinctly different from that
which is commonly observed in high density polyethylene, since
it is highly crystalline (83% by weight) as v/ell as transparent.
The measurement of the specific orientation functions for both
the crystalline and the amorphous polyethylene chains constitute
the main subject of this study. It is important to note that
the unusual transparency of the structure permits the determina-
tion of the amorphous orientation in conjunction with the crys-
talline orientation.
The single polymer used in this study is a high density
• polyethylene, Dupont Alathon 7050, with number and weight aver-
, age molecular v;eights of 18,400 and 52,500 respectively. A
procedure has been developed to crystallize the polyethylene
38 39
in the capillary of the rheometer. * By selecting a
rheometer temperature- in the vicinity of the atmospheric
melting point of polyethylene, it is possible to increase the
plunger velocity to such a value that a critical combination
53
of pressure and orientation in the flowing melt is exceeded.
At this critical condition, rapid crystallization occurs, and
the resulting strand is extracted from the capillary. The
birefringence and x-ray measurements described in this study
wQ:e carried out on strands crystallized at 135^C in a capillary
of 0,0500 cm, diameter, 2,56 cm. length, and 90^ entrance
angle and under a plunger velocity of 5.0 cm./min. Based on the
plunger volume displacement and the capillary dimensions, a
nominal shear rate at the wall of the capillary is calculated
to be 4614 sec."^ under these conditions. An examination of
the structure produced in the Instron, see Table V, reveals
an unusual combination of properties that can be compared to
samples of cold-drawn, cold-drawn and annealed, and thermally
crystallized polyethylene.
Crystal Orientation
A wide angle x-ray photograph of the polyethylene segment
I
\
crystallized in the instron is shown in Figure 13. The dif-
fraction spots have been indexed according to the usual ortho-
o
rhombic unit cell, although a faint line at d = 4.56A may arise
41 42
from a small amount of monoclinic material. * The v/eakness
of this line and the absence of other monoclinic lines indicate
that the fraction of monoclinic material is negligible.
The orientation function for a crystal diffraction plane
43
in a uniaxially oriented specimen is defined as:
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where e is the angle between the fiber axis and the ihk^)
plane normal. By convention, x-ray diffractometer angles are
defined such that an angle x , which is the complement of e
,
is
used as the independent variable. Using this convention, the
orientation function is calculated from the following equation
L
n/2
r^Ij^^x)P2(sin X ) cos xdx , .
hki —
J ^hkJl
where
P2(sinx ) = ^ sin X - ^
is the Legendre polynomial of degree two.
The initial orientation measurements reported in Chapter
II were determined by azimuthally (as a function of x) measur-
ing the intensity distribution of the (110) and (200) reflec-
tions. A value of f = +0.9 was calculated for the c-axis
c
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orientation, using the Wilchinsky formula to analyze the
observed intensity distribution for Instron strands identical
to those used in this study. The orientation function f
c
corresponds to the c-axis of the orthorhombic unit cell (equiv-
alent to ^QQi iri the above nomenclature) and measures the aver-
age deviation between the capillary axis of flow and the polymer
chain backbones, v/hich are parallel to the c-axis in the
polyethylene crystalline lattice. As defined in Eqn. (3), a
c-axis orientation function of -0,5 indicates that the polymer
chains are aligned perpendicular to the capillary axis of flow;
a value of 0.0 indicates a random orientation; and a value of
+1,0 indicates perfect parallel alignment with the capillary
axis of flow. It has since been noted that the Soller slits
on the x-ray apparatus used for this determination of f and
c
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others reported previously had a resolution of approximately
4° in the x direction (2^ for each of two slits). This resolu-
tion is adequate for samples that are not as highly oriented;
however, the sample in question was found to have such a high
degree of orientation that higher resolution equipment and
techniques are required for precise measurement of the orienta-
tion.
An x-ray apparatus of sufficient resolution v;as available
at the Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center. Preliminary
diffractometer scans made at low resolution (see Figure 14)
revealed that the (002) peak of the transparent strands crys-
tallized in the Instron is unusually intense, attaining approxi-
mately one-half the intensity of the (110) reflection. The
primary reason for this lies in the high degree of orientation.
In a uniaxially oriented specimen, the effect of orientation
is to enhance the intensity of meridional reflections [such as
(002) ] relative to that of equatorial reflections [such as (110)1 •
This point will be more fully developed and demonstrated quan-
titatively. The important point is that the appearance of a
strong (002) reflection permits the direct determination of
the c-axis orientation function without using the conventional.
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indirect procedure requiring azimuthal scans of the (110) and
(200) reflections and subsequent interpretation from the
Wilchinsky formula.
Figure 15-a shows the direct measurements of the c-axis
orientation distribution that was obtained from an azimuthal
scan ( X ) of the (002) reflection. The receiving slit was
stopped down in the vertical direction to obtain a X resolution
of 0.5° (see Appendix II for details). A value f = + 0.996
c
+ 0.002 was calculated from the data using Eqn. (4). From
Eqn. (3), it can be verified that f = + 0.995 corresponds
to an value of 2^58»; i,e*, the polymer chains in the crys-
talline regions are oriented at an average angle of less than
3^ relative to the capillary flow axis* It is believed that
such a high degree of orientation for polyethylene has not been
reported in previous literature.
The orientation distributions of the (110) and (200) planes
are given in Figures 15-b and 15-c# From the measurements,
experimental values for f-j^^O "^200 ^^^^ calculated and are
reported in Table VI. The Wilchinsky formula was then applied
to this data, yielding a value of + 0.995 for f , in close
agreement with the directly measured value of + 0.996.
In order to compare intensities of different (hkJ. ) reflec-
tions on a common basis, it is necessary to average out the
effect of orientation by spherical integration:
(6)
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The quantity T^^^^ is the randomized intensity of the (hk^ )
peak, or the intensity one would observe if there were no
preferred orientation.
When preferred orientation is present, the intensity will
have some maximum value I^^^ greater than the randomized in-
tensity. Thus, we may say that the effect of preferred orienta-
tion is to amplify the intensity at some particular orientation
above the randomized intensity level. The degree of amplifica-
tion depends upon the orientation of the diffraction plane in
question. The experimental results (Table VI) show that the
(002) maximum was nearly 1000 times the randomized level. In
contrast, the (110), (200), and (020) intensities shovs^ed maxi-
mum intensities that were approximately 20 times their respective
randomized values.
The reason for this lies in Eqn. (6), The factor cos X
,
which is part of the differential solid angle, approaches zero
as the meridian point ( x = 90*^) is approached. This is exactly
where the (002) peak has its maximum intensity. With such a
small weighting factor operating on the (002) intensity, the
intensity is amplified by a significant amount in order to
achieve a given randomized intensity. At the equatorial position,
cos X is 1.00 and much less amplification occurs for the (hkO)
reflections.
The most highly oriented crystals previously reported have
been obtained by conventional cold drawing procedures rather
than by an extrusion-type procedure, such as occurs in the
Instron Rheometer. C-axis orientation functions that approach
the +0.996 value reported in this study have been observed for
samples that were cold drawn at large extension ratios. As
noted in Chapter II, Takayanagi^^ has reported a c-axis
orientation function of + 0.976 for a sample of high density
polyethylene (Marlex 50) drawn five fold in length at a
temperature of 38^C. It is important to note that the sample
formed in the Instron Rheometer was essentially different from
a purely cold drawn sample in that it has a distinctly higher
melting point and a structure that is transparent. If poly-
ethylene is cold-drawn and then carefully annealed for extensive
time periods, it is possible to obtain a structure such as the
comparative sample (listed as cold-drawn, annealed) found in
Table V, which does have a large content of high melting point
crystallites. However, the polyethylene crystallized under the
combined pressure and orientation effects induced in the Instron
has two distinct advantages relative to the cold-dravm, annealed
polyethylene that make it particularly attractive from a com-
mercial viewpoint: (1) a structure that is transparent to
visible light and (2) a formation time measured in seconds
or less.
Of particular significance in this study is the precise
x-ray determination of the unusually high c-axis orientation.
Through careful cold-drawing procedures, it is theoretically
feasible to obtain values as great as f^^^j^is = + 0.996, the
value for the polyethylene crystallized directly from the
oriented melt in the Instron Rheometer. Hov/ever, such a high
orientation function has probably not been reported in the
literature because of the inability to measure such values with
conventional x-ray techniques; i.e., precise instrumentation
and maximum care must be utilized to prevent smearing due to
the vertical divergence values commonly used with x-ray dif-
fractometers. With the conventional procedure, the x-ray beam
diverges out of the plane of diffraction, both at the primary
beam and the receiving slit position, a practice which has
little effect on the 2e resolution but limits the ability of
the instrument to resolve x • As stated above and detailed in
Appendix II, it is necessary to stop down the height of the
receiving slit on the instrument in order to resolve x suf-
ficiently to define the high degree of orientation present in
the strands crystallized in the Instron at 136*^C.
Amorphous Orientation
With the orientation of the polymer chains in the crys-
talline portion of the polyethylene strands well defined from
x-ray techniques, it is of importance to determine the orienta-
tion of the polymer chains in the amorphous regions. Bire-
fringence data has been used in conjunction with the x-ray
results in order to define the amorphous orientation. Essen-
tially, the experimentally measured birefringence of a sample
is determined by crystalline, amorphous, and form contributions.
The x-ray data is used to define the crystalline component to
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the birefringence; thus it is possible to determine an amorphous
orientation function ^f^j^Q^-p^) if" the form birefringence con-
tribution is negligible, as is usually the case.
The transparent segment of the strand crystallized under
orientation and pressure in the Instron v/as .placed between
crossed polarizers, A calcite plate was then added in order
to compensate for the retardation resulting from the oriented
polyethylene in the strand. The total birefringence (A^) is
computed from Eqn, (7):
° R X/t (7)
where R is the retardation in wavelengths (dimensionless) , X'
is the wavelength of the incident light, and t is the strand
thickness* Stein * has expressed the total birefringence
as the sum of crystalline, amorphous, and form birefringence
terms
:
=^^cryst ^amorph V
or
"
^cryst ^c ^ cryst " ^c^^amorph ^ amorph
where is the crystalline fraction by volume and ^°^n\oj-ph
and A® ^ are the intrinsic amorphous and crystalline bire-
cryst
fringence terms, respectively. A value of 0.2 for a ^j^oj-^ph
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calculated from the Denbigh values for bond polarizabilities,
and A° is calculated from Equation (10) (subscripts a, b,
cryst
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and c refer to axes of the orthorhombic unit cell):
^
""cryst = " I ^^a ^ ^b^ (10^
using the Bunn and Daubeny values for the indices of refrac-
tion (n^) of paraffin crystals. Equation (10) is valid when
there is little difference between the a-and b-axis orienta-
tion function, as in the present instance (see Table VI).
The observed and calculated parameters used to determine
^amor-r^K ^^om Eqn . (9) are summarized in Table VII. fmprpn amorph
is + 0.17 for the transparent strands, implying only a slight
bias of the amorphous chains to align parallel to the capillary
axis in the final structure. It is of interest to point out
that the amorphous chains, just after crystallization had
occurred, were also probably in a highly constrained state,
aligned parallel to the capillary flow axis. However, after
crystallization, the strand was permitted to anneal for several
minutes prior to and during the thermal cooling cycle required
38 39in order to extract the sample. ' Though a pressure of 1900
atmospheres was maintained after crystallization, relaxation
may have occurred in the amorphous regions, and this could be
responsible for the observed lack of a significant orientation
of the amorphous chains. On the basis of present theory, the
value of + 0.17 for the amorphous orientation function repre-
sents a maximum, since the form birefringence value was neglected
in the calculations. Form birefringence increases with increas-
ing orientation of either the crystalline or amorphous components,
and the form component, if significant, would result in a
decrease in the computed orientation function of the amorphous
chains, that is, a zero value (or perhaps even slightly nega-
tive) for the Instron strand being analyzed here. Also, the
value for the intrinsic amorphous birefringence of polyethy-
lene is presently in question due to conflicting theories. ^"^"^^
Because of these two factors that cannot be resolved at this
time, it is only feasible to assert that the amorphous chains
in the transparent segment after extraction from the rheometer
contribute very little to the total birefringence and can be
assumed, for all practical purposes, to have a random orienta-
tion. This conclusion will be incorporated into the develop-
ment of a structural model in Chapter VI.
Transparency
The unusual transparency of the polyethylene crystallized
under combined orientation and pressure effects can be under-
stood now that certain details of the structure have been
elucidated. The turbidity of ordinary polyethylene results
from scattering of light by the structural elements of the
polymer. Stein and others^^"^"^ have shown that this scatter-
ing process arises from tv;o terms: the correlation of density
fluctuations and the correlation of orientation fluctuations
within the polymer. In polyethylene, the latter term usually
predominates and gives rise to most of the scattering.
The present sample shows a high degree of c-axes orienta-
tion, meaning that the crystallite c-axes (parallel to the
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polyethylene backbone) are highly correlated with the macro:-
scopic capillary axis. It follows that the c-axes are highly
correlated in orientation with each other, and we might well
expect that the characteristic distance for orientation cor-
relation is quite large, in fact, larger than the wavelength
of visible light. The scattering process is most effective,
however, when the scattering entity is comparable in size with
the wavelength of light. Therefore, the orientation fluctua-
tions do not yield a significant scattered intensity. Also,
the high degree of crystallinity ( X = 0.83) would tend to
minimize the amount of density fluctuations which would also
reduce the intensity of light scattering. These two effects
are, in all probability, responsible for the high degree of
transparency in this material.
Conclusions
This study has been conducted in order to define the major
orientation parameters of the unique structure produced in the
Instron Rheometer. It was found that the conventional x-ray
measurements v;ere inadequate for making a precise determination
of the orientation of the polyethylene chains in the crystalline
component. Appendix II details the improved method used to
obtain the c-axis orientation function of + 0.996 for the
transparent strands. The amorphous orientation function was
obtained in the prescribed manner; however, it should be
emphasized that only the unusual transparent quality of the
high density polyethylene strands permitted a determination
of the amorphous orientation. Additional x~ray measurements
will be presented in Chapter VI in order to define the crys-
tallite dimensions. Crystallite dimensions (from both x-ray
and electron diffraction) in conjunction with the orientation
functions will result in a definite model for the structure
of the strands crystallized in the Instron Rheometer.
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TABLE V
COMPARISONS AMONG POLYETHYLENE SAI^iPLES CRYSTALLIZED
BY DIFFERENT METHODS
Instron Cold- Cold- Unoriented,
at ISe^C drawn, an- drav;n(45} thermally
nealed(45) formed
% Crystallinity
(by weight) 83
Melting Point (^C) 140
86
137
72
130
69
133.5
Low Angle X-Ray
Spacing(S) 2 30A 408 169
In-phase Modulus p
( X lO-iOdynes/cm,/^) 6.6 4.0 6.6 1.5
Light transmission transparent opaque opaque opaque
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TABLE VI
RESULTS OF SPHERICAL INTEGRATIONS
Diffraction
Plane
I
max
I I
max/ hk£
(110) 121^4 5.635 21.6
-0.4974
(200) 28.8 1.319 21.8
-0.4977
(020) 3.09 0.142 21.7
-0.4951
(002) 179.9 0.186 966 +0.9960
c-axis orientation function
direct measurement, (002) plane: fc = 0.996
indirect measurement, (110) and (200) planes: f = 0.995
c
Corrected intensities in counts/second. Baseline and polariza-
tion corrections applied.
TABLE VII
BIREFRINGENCE CALCULATIONS
o
cryst
amorph
0,82
0.0585
0.2
0.996
0.054
cryst 0.048
Am - AT cryst 0.006
f •
amorph 0.17
•Calculated by neglecting form birefringence.
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LEGEND FOR FIGURES
Page 70. Figure 13. wide anale^ v-r^w r^>,^^^xu gle x ay photograph of strand
formed in Instron. Miller indices from
center out: Equatorial planes - (110),
(200), (210), (020), (310). First layer
- (Oil), (111), (201), (211).
Page 71. Figure 14.
Page 72. Figure 15.
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CHAPTER IV
THE MELTING BEHAVIOR OF POLYETHYLENE CRYSTALLIZED
IN A PRESSURE CAPILLARY VISCOMETER
The subject of this study is the analysis of the thermal
data obtained on the transparent Instron strands from the Perkin-
Elmer Differential Scanning Calorimeter Model l-B(DSC). The
polyethylene used to form the strands was, in all cases, Dupont
Alathon 7050 having a weight and number average molecular weight
of 52,500 and 18 , 400, respectively. The data includes the magni-
tude of tie melting points as well as the melting point values as
a function of the heating rate. These melting points are com-
pared with literature values obtained on specimens of pressure-
crystallized extended chain crystallites^^' and stirrer-
crystallized "shishkabob" structures. ^"^"^^ The evidence is
consistent with the presence of an extended chain component in
the mstron strands. In addition, birefringence determinations
are made of the final melting of the most perfect crystallites
of the strands, using a Mettler Hot Stage mounted on a polarized
light microscope. DSC results of irradiated strands are also
presented in order to show the similarity of their melting
behavior to the shishkabob structure crystallized under shear
from dilute solution.
A series of fusion curves at different heating rates has
been obtained on the DSC, adequately illustrating the high melt-
ing point values of the Inston strands as v;ell as the tendency
of these samples to superheat (see Figure 16 for thermal data
and Table VIII for sample formation conditions). This latter
effect is indicated by the increase in the peak value of the
fusion curve as the heating rate was raised. Npte that all
DSC values presented herein have been corrected for instru-
mental thermal lag.^*^ The samples produced at the temperature
o 58
of 136 C had the highest melting points so far observed for
the structure resulting from the Instron procedure. The high
melting point of the Instron prepared samples as well as their
tendency to superheat are properties that have been previously
attributed in other laboratories to the presence of extended
chains in a polyethylene crystal structure.
The following section compares the data in Figure 16 with
*
that obtained with the DSC on well-defined polyethylene struc-
tures. The melting point values shovm in Figure 16 are dis-
tinctly higher than those predicted by a chain-folded model,
as indicated by the following comparison of these Instron
samples with a known chain-folded structure. Bair was able to
grow single crystal mats having a 278A low angle x-ray
spacing by crystallizing at 90^C from a dilute solution of
polyethylene in xylene, followed by annealing for a period of
570 hours at 128 +^ 1^C«^^ This x-ray spacing is comparable
to the average spacing of 23 obtained for the Instron
strands. Bair's crystal structure has a melting point of
136,9^C, as determined from the peak value of the fusion
curve measured with the DSC at a heating rate of lO^C/min.,
whereas the Instron sample had a melting point of 142.8 0.4^C
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at the same heating rate, as can be seen by the appropriate
point in Figure 16. It should be noted that the Bair sample,
crystallized by means of thermal treatments alone, has a greater
crystalline content (94% versus 83% for the Instron sample), a
higher weight average molecular weight (153,000 versus 52,500),
and was crystallized directly from dilute solution, rather than
from the melt. All of these factors would result in a higher
melting point for the Bair sample^^» ^^'^^ relative to the strand
crystallized in the mstron Rheometer, assuming that the
measured low-angle spacings can be considered as an indication
of similar crystal fold periods. Thus it is necessary to ex-
plain the 142, 8°C melting point observed for the Instron sample
in terms of a crystal structure that is different from the
conventional chain-folded model that definitely holds for
Hair's single crystal samples. The 5,S°C increment of the
Instron strand relative to a purely chain-folded structure hav-
ing approximately the same low angle spacing is a primary reason
for the assertion of an extended chain crystalline component
in the Instron strands.
52Also in the literature is a DSC trace of a pressure-
crystallized extended chain structure, having a peak melting
point of 138^C at a heating rate of 8°C/min,, and it is of
interest to compare this with the melting point for the struc-
ture crystallized in the Instron. The latter value can be
interpolated from Figure 16 to be 142. 4^C at the same heating
rate. Hence, the magnitude of the melting point for the Instron
s
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sample is some 4°C greater than a known extended chain struc-
ture. This increment is largely attributed to the inability
of the DSC to maintain the sample at the programmed temperature
due to the difficulty of conducting heat into the cylindrical
sample at the relatively rapid heating rates. Presumedly an
extended chain crystal structure can also be formed by crys-
tallizing the polyethylene by shearing a dilute solution.
A shishkabob structure is formed that is believed to contain
an extended chain crystallite backbone that has nucleated
epitaxial chain-folded lamellae. A DSC trace of such a poly-
ethylene structure yielded a peak melting point of approximately
128*^C with a high melting tail that returns to the base line
at 135^C at a heating rate of 5.0°C/min.^^ The high melting
tail is believed to represent the melting of the extended
chain crystallites. Other researchers have observed high
melting point tails for the shishkabob structures at tempera-
tures as high as 147®C on the DSC at a heating rate of 5^/min.^^
This melting behavior can be compared v;ith the single relatively
sharp fusion curve that peaks at 140.8°C obtained from the
Instron strand melting at the same heating rate. The lack of
a high melting point tail for the DSC fusion curves of the
Instron strands may be significant; however, no explanation
will be proposed at this time. It is of interest that final
melting occurred for the shishkabob structure at 134. 1°C under
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equilibrium conditions (zero entropy production). Similar
conditions providing a sufficient amount of time to rem.ove
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the superheating effect can also be obtained on the Mettler
Hot Stage, where final melting has been observed, for an Instron
strand such as that melted in Figure 17 (see Table VIII for
conditions of sample formation), at a temperature of 134,5°c.
The lov/ melting point under equilibrium conditions for a pre-
sumedly extended chain crystal structure has been attributed
to imperfections within the structure. Thus the comparative
studies of melting point values of the Instron strands with
those of purely chain folded samples, pressure crystallized
extended chain structures, and the shear crystallized shishka-
bobs (supposedly containing both extended chain and chain-folded
crystallites) have consistently implied that a model having an
extended chain crystal component provides a likely explanation
for the melting behavior of the Instron samples.
In further defining the melting behavior of the Instron
strands, it is relevant to show the DSC fusion curve, A typical
example is shown in Figure 17, The lowest DSC heating rate of
0,625^C/min, is chosen in order to minimize superheating. The
fusion curve initially departs from the base line at 131, 6°C
and returns at 136,4°C. This melting range of less than 5^C
indicates an unusually narrow distribution of crystallite
perfection for a polyethylene crystal structure. Furthermore,
it is believed that the electronics of the DSC are so arranged
and the calibration is so performed that the melting point de-
fined from the peak value of the fusion curve for a structure
having a graded degree of crystal perfection, such as occurs in
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all polymers, more nearly approximates the temperature at
which the majority of the crystallites melt rather than the
temperature at which the final crystallites melt. In support of
this hypothesis, the temperature scale of the Mettler Hot Stage
was calibrated with the same standard samples (Fisher thermetric
standard adipic and benzoic acid) used to calibrate the DSC
trace obtained in Figure 17. The temperature at v/hich bire-
fingence due to the crystal structures of the standards disap-
peared was equated v;ith the peak value of the DSC trace obtained
on the same standards. With such a correlation, it is possible
to place the melting point determined from birefringence (T )FINAL
on the same scale as the DSC fusion curve. This has indeed been
done in Figure 17 using a duplicate sample of that melted in
obtaining the fusion curve,
'^pji^pj^ 137, O^C, significantly
higher than the melting point of 135,4° defined from the DSC
fusion curve. The important point is that the Instron strands
have a small amount of relatively perfect crystallites that
have not melted by the 135,4°C peak value of the fusion curve
nor even at the 136,4°C temperature at which the curve returns
to the baseline. It is of interest to note that electron dif-
fraction studies will be presented in Chapter V which indicate
the existence of an extremely perfect crystal structure exist-
ing only in the inner core of the Instron strands. It is
probable that this structure constitutes the high melting point
material detected only v;ith the birefringence measurement of
the melting process.
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Previous researchers have found that irradiation of poly-
ethylene results in crosslinks that effectively prevent the
reorganization of the crystal structure during melting. Por
example, the multi-peak fusion curve often obtained for single
crystal samples is reduced to a single peak on irradiating the
samples; furthermore, this single peak is usually in the vicinity
of the initial peak of the unirradiated specimen. The melt-
ing behavior of the Instron strands can be compared in Figure
18 for samples that have been exposed to 0,50,and 80 MRADS,
In contrast to the results obtained v/ith single crystals, the
fusion curves of the Instron strands were resolved from a single
peak into at least two peaks. Such a phenomenon has also been
observed for the melting of irradiated samples of the shishkabob
structure and definitely indicates a discontinuity in the struc-
ture produced in the Instron Rheometer. The lower melting peak
of the irradiated strands may result from a less oriented crys-
talline component which is more subject to irradiation-induced
crosslinks that may act as sites for melting than is a more
oriented component, Alternatively, the appearance of the
two peaks may be the direct result of different degrees of
order in the crystal structure, the existence of v/hich has
been indicated by electron diffraction data (see Chapter V).
It is relevant to note that the similarity of the melting of
the irradiated strands and the irradiated shishkabobs is con-
sistent with the presence of both chain folded and extended
chain components in the crystal structure of the Instron strands.
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Also note that the dual peak of the fusion curves of the
irradiated strands is a function of the crystal structure
existing prior to irradiation and is not due to the destruc-
tion of crystallites. This is borne out by the approximately
equal heats of fusion for the unirradiated sample and those
irradiated at the doses as high as 50 MRADS (see Figure 18 for
confirmation). The lack of temperature drop in the high melting
peak of the irradiated relative to the unirradiated samples is
also consistent with this observation. There may be some crys-
tallite destruction at the higher irradiation levels, as evidenced
by the slight drop in the heat of fusion of the samples irradi-
ated at 80 MRADS.
An additional study of the melting behavior of irradiated
strands will be presented in Chapter V in conjunction with
electron microscopy and electron diffraction data. The thermal
data in this chapter have been collected in order to emphasize
the unusual melting behavior of the instron strands; that is,
the relatively high, sharp melting points, the apparent super-
heatability, and the multi-peak fusion curves on irradiation.
The comparison of these properties with those of known struc-
tures in the literature is of definite use in developing a
structural model for the Instron strands.
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TABLE VIII
CONDITIONS FOR THE FORMATION OF THE INSTRON
.. STRANDS* USED IN EACH FIGURE
Samples Tempera- Plunger Capillary Dimensions
Used in ture ( C) Velocity Diameter Length Entrance
Figure: (cm/min.
)
(cm.) (cm.) Angle
16 136 5,0 0.0508 2.55 90°
17 and 18 132 0.5 0.0762 2.34 90°
• See Chapters I, II, and V for additional details of the
crystallization procedure and the resulting structure, using
Alathon 7050 polyethylene.
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CHAPTER V
THE MORPHOLOGY OF POLYETHYI.ENE CRYSTALLIZED UNDER
THE SIMULTANEOUS PRESSURE AND ORIENTATION
EFFECTS OF A PRESSURE CAPILLARY VISCOMETER
Introduction
The morphologies of linear polyethylene crystallized from
the melt under high pressure and crystallized under shear from
both the melt and dilute solution have been reported previously,
66—71Wunderlich and others " have described the extended chain
structure crystallized under static pressures of at least 3000
atm. The morphology so produced is characterized by striated,
extended chain crystals in vlhich the molecular axis is oriented
72— 74parallel to the striations. Pennings and others *" have
demonstrated that a fibrous morphology is generated when, for
example, a dilute solution of polyethylene il% in xylene) is
stirred during crystallization. Electron microscopy studies
have shown that the individual fibers crystallized under these
shearing conditions contain chain-folded lamellae attached to
an. extended chain central backbone, resulting in a "shishkabob"
75— 76
arrangement. Furthermore, Keller and Hill " have shown that
an analogous, fibrous crystalline structure can be generated
when a lightly crosslinked polyethylene is cooled under stress
from the melt. They reported extensive evidence that the re-
sulting morphology is based on extended chain backbones acting
as sites for nucleation of chain folded growth in directions
perpendicular to the extended chain crystal structure.
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This paper describes the crystalline morphology induced
in linear polyethylene when crystallized under the simultaneous
influence of flow orientation and high pressure realized in
the Instron Capillary Rheometer. Essentially, the pressure and
orientation effects resulted in a uniquely transparent high
density polyethylene having a significant content (approximately
85%) of oriented crystallites. '^'^"'^^ The resulting highly
ordered, fibrous texture was seen to have many similarities
to morphologies generated in shear crystallized, high pressure
crystallized, and cold drav/n polyethylene.
Experimental
The polymer used in this study was commercially available
high density polyethylene Dupont Alathon 7050, having number
and weight average molecular weights of 18,400 and 52,500 re-
spectively. Samples were prepared with the Instron Rheometer
operated at a constant plunger velocity using a 0,0508 cm.
diameter by 1,55 cm, long capillary with a 90° entrance angle.
Specifically, the crystal structure was induced under the com-
bined orientation and pressure effects produced at a 0.5 cm/min.
plunger velocity and a rheometer temperature of 136*^C.
After initiating the 0.5 cm/min. plunger velocity at 136*^C,
a sustained pressure rise was observed (see Figure 19), together
with abnormal extrudate swelling. Both factors were evidence
of crystallite formation. Crystallite nucleation and growth
were expected since the equation of state developed by
Wunderlich^^ for high density polyethylene indicated that the
90
melt v/as definitely in a supercooled state under the existing
pressure and temperature conditions. An observed decrease in
the linear extrusion velocity, attributed to crystallization,
was accompanied by a "rapid increase in the pressure to the 1920
atm. upper limit available in the Instron Rheometer. The pres-
sure trace (Figure 19) shov;ed a distinct curvature change at
5 75 atm. which occurred after crystallization had been initiated.
This inflection point implied that crystallization had resulted
in a significant contraction of the polyethylene in the reser-
voir. Plunger motion was halted at 1920 r^trn.. and *^Y+rvsion
continued at 0^02 cm/min» The distinctive sample morphology
discussed herein resulted from the intense orientation effects
that occurred as the crystallizing polyethylene was forced under
1920 atm. from the 0,9530 cm. diameter cylindrical reservoir
into the 0.0508 cm. diameter capillary. The partially crys-
talline mass was subjected to high shear as well as pressure,
leading to crystal reorganization as v;ell as additional crys-
tallization. The augmented crystalline content was confirmed
by the increased heat of fusion of the transparent strands
obtained from the capillary relative to that of the polyethylene
77
obtained from the reservoir. The specimens were removed from
the rheometer after cooling to 114°C under 1920 atm. This cool-
ing cycle circumvented the melting that would have occurred at
136^C at atmospheric pressure.
Microscope Examination
Specim.ens were examined by scanning electron microscopy
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(SEM) as well as by direct transmission and replication elec-
tron microscopy (Tm). SEI^ specimens were prepared by frac-
turing the transparent strands longitudinally, vacuum coating
with 50R gold film, and then observing with a Cambridge Ultra-
scan instrument. TEM specimens v;ere prepared using such
techniques as one and two step replication methods, ultramicro-
tomy with Br^ staining, and selected area electron diffraction,
A Phillips m 200 electron microscope equipped with a tilting
stage and a Jeolco T7 electron microscope were used to observe
the TEM specimens. Where necessary, preparation and observation-
al procedures will be further discussed in conjunction with
specific micrographs.
Results
Sample Appearance
The transparent strands were formed by a procedure that
was similar to a drawing operation. Peterlin has noted that
80
extensive drav;ing causes melting during deformation ; hence
it was not unexpected that the restructured Instron strands
bore little relationship to the polyethylene obtained from the
reservoir • Furthermore, the transparent strands were not sim-
ply the result of crystallization directly from the flowing
melt in the capillary* Indeed, transparent strands were also
formed at 60^C by simply applying 1920 atm. to a solid plug
of polyethylene in the reservoir, forcing it into the capillary
to form the unusual structure of the strand* However, the lower
temperature procedure often resulted in microcracks located
• 92
mainly in the central core of the strands (see Figure 20).
These cracks were evidence of crystallite destruction due to
excessive drav/ing. The fusion curve for the sample shovm in
Figure 20 v;as both lower and broader in melting temperatures
n 7ftthan those crystallized at 136^0. The existence of micro-
cracks running both perpendicular to and at 45^ to the strand
length, together with the observed lower melting point, were
consistent with the disruption of the crystallite structure due
to excessive stress. The central core structure failed under
tensile stress, as indicated by the cracks in the region per-
pendicular to the strand length; the structure failed in shear
near the outer radius, as indicated by cracks oriented at 45^
to the tensile force (the maximum shear plane). This was con-
sistent with a previous observation that the maximum longitudinal
velocity gradient, responsible for drawing, occurs along the
central axis of the strand; while the maximum radial velocity
gradient, a shearing effect, occurs near the outer radius.
Morphological observations described in this paper indicate
basic structural differences between the inner core and the
outer sheath of the strand. In all probability, these dif-
ferences arose from the different orientation effects attributed
to the different velocity gradients existing in the central
core and the outer sheath regions during the crystallization
process.
Scanning Electron Microscopy
In spite of the 20oS resolution limit of the SEM, its
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large depth of field proved to be an invaluable tool in defin-
ing the structure. Two distinct fibrous textures v/ere observed
One of these, shown in Figure 21, was found only in the outer
sheath of the strand. 3000 X diameter fibers, oriented paral-
lel to the flov; direction, formed the dominant structure for
radius values 0.008-0.025 cm. delineating the outer sheath
(see Figure 20 for schematic). A cross texture running perpen-
dicular to the 3000 2 diameter fiber axes was observed upon
close inspection of Figure 21. This cross texture appeared to
be spaced more or less periodically along the main fibers at
500 R intervals and often spanned several adjacent fibers.
The cross texture appeared to be basically lamellar; however,
the SEM resolution limit was approached in attempting to fur-
ther define the texture. In many cases, this lamellar cross
texture v/as observed to twist around the central fiber thread
in a helical fashion. Both the size and orientation of the
fibers were consistent with the previously published observa-
77
tions concerning the scanning electron micrograph of a sam-
ple fractured by bending at liquid nitrogen temperatures.
The strand inner core consisted of a fine ribbon-like
morphology, rather than the 3000 X diameter fibers comprising
the outer sheath. When freshly cleaved samples were first
introduced into the SEM, the ribbons appeared to be flat and
aligned parallel to one another as well as to the capillary
axis (Figure 22a). After approximately thirty minutes, these
ribbons began to move apart and coil up into a twisted array.
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This effect is illustrated by comparing the structures (note
arrows) in Figures 22a and 22b, tv/o photomicrographs taken at
ten minute intervals. The higher magnification photomicrograph
in Figure 23 shov/s the separate ribbons curling away from larger
ribbon bundles (note arrow). Regular cross striations were
also observed on the inner core ribbons; however, this par-
ticular cross texture appeared to resemble a crystallographic
pleating rather than a lamellar overgrowth. The individual
ribbons varied in approximate width between 1,000-5,000 S and
were estimated to be approximately 200-400 S thick. The ribbon
substructure will be described in the transmission electron
microscopy section since the thickness measurements approach
the SEM resolution limit.
It should be mentioned that the ribbon coiling implies two
important features of this particular morphology. First, inter-
ribbon bonding is significantly lower than that of the outer
sheath. The cross texture observed with the latter structure
apparently imparts a three dimensional cohesiveness to the fibers,
suggesting the presence of inter-fibril lar linkages. Indeed,
no fiber coiling or separation was observed after extensive
time periods in the SEM. Second, the ribbons in the bulk crys-
tallized state undoubtedly contained a significant residual
strain v;hich is apparently relieved by the coiling mechanism.
Such residual strain may have had inherent crystallographic as
well as shear-induced origins similar to those causing periodic
81
twisting in polyethylene spherulites.
Transmission Electron Microscopy
Specimens were examined in the conventional electron micro-
scope using both fracture replication and direct transmission
techniques. Fracture surface replication proved somewhat dif-
ficult because of surface roughness. However, good quality
replicas were obtained by shadowing the surface directly with
Pt-C, evaporating a thin carbon layer, and finally stripping
the' layers with acetone-swollen acetate strips. The acetate
was then removed by dissolving in amyl acetate, leaving a
negative Pt-C shadowed carbon replica. Selected area electron
diffraction was performed on several polyethylene fiber frag-
ments v;hich fortunately adhered to such replicas.
The inner core ribbon-like fibrous texture seen in the
SEM photomicrographs was also observed in the shadowed carbon
replicas. Electron micrographs shov;ed that the ribbons extend-
ed for tens of microns and contained fine fiber bundles (see
arrow in Figure 24) oriented parallel to the strand long axis.
Individual fiber bundles v;ere examined by staining v/ith Br2
vapor v/hich preferentially attacks the less ordered regions
between the component fibers. Specimens were mounted in an
epoxy embedding material (Cargille NYSEM) and sectioned on a
Sorval Porter Blum MT-2 ultramicrotome using a Dupont 43°
diamond knife. Sectioning across a strand proved impractical
since the fiber bundles readily splayed apart due to the
apparently weak bonding between the fiber bundles, section-
ing parallel to the strand axis proved to be more feasible.
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but stringy rather than smooth sections were obtained with
this procedure. Figure 25 is a transmission electron micro^
graph of microtomed Br^ stained fibers from the strand inner
core. The fibrous, stringy texture was quite visible; however,
fiber splaying due to the action of the knife was also obvious.
The ultimate subunit of the ribbon structure was found to be a
200-250 X diameter fiber (see arrow in Figure 25). Since
individual fibers adhered to several of their neighbors after
splaying apart, some type of inter-fiber bonding may have
existed within a fiber bundle. A nodular structure that was
superimposed on the ultimate fibers was also observed; however,
this was probably an artifact of the Br^ vapor staining pro-
cess.
Electron Diffraction
Unstained sectioned fibers and in a fev/ cases unshadow-
ed fibers adhering to the carbon replicas v;ere examined by
electron diffraction using electron microscope stage tilt-
ing techniques. Exceptionally v;ell -developed spot patterns
were obtained from the strand inner core where the ribbon-
like structure was observed. Proper stage rotation revealed
a highly ordered and oriented crystal structure within the
ultimate fibers. Figures 26 and 27 contain reciprocal
lattice diagrams corresponding to the observed electron dif-
fraction patterns from the inner core material. Note that the
shorter exposure time of Figure 26 permitted observation of
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lower order reflections, whereas the longer exposure time of
Figure 27 provided the higher order reflections, in both
cases, (o,k, S.) plane diffractions were observed, while (h,o,)l)
reflections were undetectable with further stage rotation. No
explanation was found for the failure to detect the (h,o,£ )
reflections.
The polyethylene crystal structure is based on an ortho-
rhombic unit cell, requiring the reciprocal and true lattice
parameters to be identical. Furthermore, polyethylene belonas
to the P^^^ space group. Such symmetry conditions, require that
permissible (o,k, i) reflections satisfy the equation: k + ji =2n.
Each of the twenty-six distinct reflections, observable in
Figures 26 and 27, comply v;ith this restriction. The electron
diffraction data show that an unusually high degree of crys-
talline order (for polyethylene) exists in the strand inner
core. The crystallographic c-axis, the axis parallel to the
polyethylene chain backbone, v/as found to be oriented parallel
to the strand long axis (within + 5^), This high degree of
chain orientation is consistent with the c-axis orientation
function of +0.996 determined previously with wide angle x-ray
measurements. In contrast, electron diffraction studies of the
outer sheath 3000 S diameter fiber morphology produced only
typical oriented fiber patterns, similar to those obtained by
7S IPt
Keller * from stress crystallized polyethylene. The result-
ing diffuse arcs may have been produced by the polycrystalline
lamellar cross texture observed on the 3000 S diameter fibers.
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PA^cus sion and Conclusions
Two distinct morphological units are produced in the
Instron strands; i.e., the highly crystalline ribbons in the
inner core and the less ordered 3000 R diameter fibers of the
outer' sheath. Similarly described units have been observed
72by Pennings and Kiel for the fibrous structures crystallized
under the influence of shear in a dilute solution. They too
described the morphological entities as being either ribbons
or fibers having a lamellar overgrov;th. The 3000 R diameter
fibers may well be the melt crystallized analog of the dilute
solution grovm fibers observed by Pennings and Kiel. Fibrous
morphologies are not uncommon in crystalline polymers, especial-
ly if the polymer chain backbone is too stiff to accommodate
8 2
chain folding. O'Leary and Geil have described the fibrous
textures in crystalline polytetrafluoroethylene in a manner
similar to that used to define the polyethylene structure of
8 3
this report* Crystal has also described a fibrous morphology
for crystalline poly-N-vinylcarbozole, an apparently stiff
molecule containing bulky pendant groups which inhibit free
rotation about the polymer backbone. Because chain folding
cannot be accommodated in poly-N-vinylcarbozole, this polymer
apparently crystallizes into a fibrous structure containing
weak inter-fiber bonds. While c-axis orientations were noted
in these references, sharp spot electron diffraction patterns
were not reported*
Additional evidence for the existence of tv;o distinct
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morphological units in the Instron strands was found in the
fusion curves obtained from the melting of the strands in the
Perkin-Elmer Differential Scanning Calorimeter model 1-B (DSC).
The DSC traces for two strands crystallized with the Instron
procedure at 132°C are shown in Figure 28. Note that these
strands appeared basically similar in structure to those
examined in the above micrographs (crystallized at ISS'^C).
one of the strands was exposed to 25 MRADS of irradiation in
order to suppress reorganization during melting.^^' Both
strands were found to have relatively high peak value melting
points, consistent with the presence of extended chain
69
crystals. Furthermore, the irradiated strand shov/ed a multi-
peak fusion curve indicative of discontinuities in the crystal
structure. A possible explanation for such behavior would be
that the more perfect inner core ribbon structure melted at
the higher peak temperature, and the less ordered outer sheath
structure, containing chain folded lamellae, melted at the
lov/er peak temperature. The primary effect of the radiation
has been to resolve the single fusion curve, corresponding to
the unirradiated sample, into low and high melting peaks for
the irradiated sample. These observations are consistent v;ith
the hypothesis that the structure in the inner core of the
strand appears to be dominated by an extended chain crystalline
structure, v/hile that of the outer sheath is dominated by
epitaxial chain folded lamellae.
The inner core ribbon structure was the most perfect of
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the tv;o crystalline units defined in this study. Well developed
single crystal electron diffraction patterns obtained from rib-
bons indicate that they are made up of extended chain crystals.
The eighth order reflection along the c-axis has been detected
(see Figure 27), using a 5000 R aperture. In order to obtain
such an electron diffraction pattern, the crystalline order must
have been retained over this distance. Note that a lamellar
structure connected by tie molecules, such as the model pro-
80posed by Peterlin for drawn polyethylene
,
would not result
in sharp diffraction spots for the (o,k,£) planes over a 5000 S
length of the fiber. In the Peterlin model, the lamellae that
stack together to form a fibril would be free to rotate around
the c-axis, thereby prohibiting the formation of coherent sets
of diffraction planes for all except the (o,o,^ ) planes. Figures
26 and 27 show the presence of other sets of diffraction planes.
Only a well developed extended chain crystal model v;hich main-
tains a high degree of order over at least 5000 R can account
for the observed diffraction spots from the inner core fibers.
The formation of an extended chain structure by crystal-
lizing from the bulk polyethylene is particularly significant
from an improved mechanical properties aspect. In addition to
the transparent quality of the strands, the modulus values of
the central core containing the extended chain crystal structure
may well be extremely high in the direction parallel to the
strand length. If defect-free, extended chain ribbons can be
produced with a commercial process analogous to the Instron
procedure, significant increases in mechanical properties
would indeed be realized^
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CHAPTER VI
THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF POLYETHYLENE CRYSTALLIZED
UNDER BOTH ORIENTATION AND PRESSURE EFFECTS
Introduction
High density polyethylene has been crystallized in the
Instron Capillary Rheometer under the combined effects of pres-
sure and orientation. The data that has been amassed in pre-
vious research on the resulting transparent polyethylene
strands^^ is correlated in this report with specific models
for the crystalline structure. Electron microscopy and electron
diffraction have revealed the existence of an inner core of
highly ordered crystallites as well as a distinctly less per-
fect crystal structure composing the outer sheath of the
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strand. The applicability of specific models based on the
concepts of extended chain, chain folded, and combinations of
extended chain and chain folded crystallites is evaluated for
both the structure of the inner core and that of the outer
sheath. Recently obtained electron diffraction and wide angle
x-ray estimations of the crystallite size are discussed in some
detail. In addition, a low angle x-ray spacing is presented.
The values from electron and x-ray diffraction are related to
the selected structural models.
Sample Preparation
The samples discussed herein were crystallized from Dupont
Alathon 7050 which has a number and a weight average molecular
weight of 18,400 and 52, 500, respectively. This polymer is a
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relatively narrow distribution, high density polyethylene.
In the crystallization procedure, transparent strands were
formed in capillaries of 0.0508 cm. diameter and 90^ entrance
angle at a rheometer temperature of 136°C. The capillary
length varied from 1.55-2.56 cm. and the plunger velocity
from 0.5-5.0 cm/min. Neither the capillary length nor the
plunger velocity have been observed to alter the final struc-
ture.
In order to induce crystallization in the polyethylene
in the rheometer, the plunger velocity was increased in fixed
increments at a temperature near the atmospheric melt transi-
tion. The pressure also rose in order to maintain the incre-
mented flow rate resulting from the increased plunger velocity
applied to a presumedly incompressible melt. Due to the pres-
sure, the melt became supercooled. At some particular plunger
velocity (depending on the geometry conditions of the capil-
lary, the viscosity of the sample, and the rheometer tempera-
ture)
,
the pressure produced a critical degree of supercooling
and crystallization occurred. This was evidenced by abnormal
extrudate swelling and a sustained rise in the pressure.
Though as yet unproven, the velocity gradient parallel to the
axis of flow and existing in the capillary entrance region
may have produced a significant orientation of the melt that
reduced its entropy. The result would have been to augment
the degree of supercooling relative to that calculated solely
from static pressure conditions. Because the transparent
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strands have also been produced with a knife edge capillary,
consisting only of a 90° cone, the primary crystallization
process apparently occurred in the rheometer barrel and capil-
lary entrance region, followed by plug flow of the crystal-
lized strand down the capillary. The final structure was
formed by the deformational stresses applied to the randomly
oriented lamellae as they were forced into the capillary
entrance region under approximately 1900 atm. of pressure.
The structure was effectively melted under the stress, and
the oriented melt then recrystallized as it moved into the
capillary. After cooling the rheometer system while maintain-
ing the pressure, the strand v/as extracted from the capillary
and examined with various techniques. It v;as found to have the
relatively high melting point of 140. 0 +. S^C,^"^*^^ as determined
from the peak value of fusion curves measured on the Perkin-
Elmer Differential Scanning Calorimeter Model 1-B. From the
same fusion curves, the crystalline content of the transparent
structure was measured at 83
_+2%, The strand was found to have
the highest degree of uniaxial orientation thus far recorded
for polyethylene. The c-axis orientation function was cal-
culated from azimuthal x-ray scans to be +0,996+_.002 relative
to the strand axis, implying that the average polyethylene chain
o
in the crystal lattice was aligned at an angle of less than 2
88
58' to the strand axis. Scanning and transmission electron
microscopy have revealed that the strand was composed of two
morphological units: a ribbon-like structure in its inner
core and a 3000 X diameter fiber structure in its outer
118
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sheath. The inner core included radius values from the
strand axis out to approximately 0.008 cm., while the outer
sheath included the remainder of the strand. A cross texture
that resembled a lamellar structure was found only on the
3000 R diameter fibers. The ribbons of the inner core were
composed of 200-250 S diameter fibers that extended for microns
in a direction parallel to the strand axis.
Results
Crystallite Size from x-ray Measurements
In order to evaluate the structure of the transparent
strands, measurements of the crystallite size v;ere successfully
obtained from v;ide angle x-ray measurements. It is well knovm
that a small crystallite size will lead to broadening of the
high-angle (radial) x-ray diffraction lines. This has been
93-95
expressed in the familiar Scherrer equation:
hkJi e cose
where Lj^j^^ is the dimension of the crystallites perpendicular
to the (hk?-) planes, 6 is the breadth at half-maximum (ex-
pressed in radians), 9 is the Bragg angle, X is the wavelength
(1.5418 S), and K is the so-called shape factor. Authors dif-
fer on the proper value for K, but values are usually in the
range 0.9-1.0. In accordance with the recommendation of Klug
and Alexander, a value of K = 0.9 was used; hence the calculated
value of ^QQ2^^ discussed must be noted as being a lower
limit for the average crystallite dimension of the Instron
strand. The use of the Scherrer equation is based on the
assumption that a high degree of order exists within the crys-
tallites.
Another important source of line broadening are lattice
distortions of the second kind, as described in the Hosemann
96theory of paracrystals. When such distortions are present,
there is, strickly speaking, no discrete plane spacing since
small errors in position tend to accumulate. Buchanan and
Miller have demonstrated a method for separating crystal size
97effects from distortion effects. This involves a Fourier
analysis of at least three orders of the same ihki ) reflection
and has not been used in the present instances because of in-
tensity limitations and because the (004) and (006) reflections
cannot be obtained with the available radiation. Although no
estimate has been made for the effect of distortion, it was
possible to obtain a lower bound on the value of L,
, .
That
^ hkJi
is, the Scherrer equation was used to calculate an apparent
value for Lj^j^^^ assuming that only crystallite size broadening
was present. If distortion broadening were also present, the
crystallite size broadening will have been overestimated, and
thus the actual crystallite size will have been underestimated.
The experimental line profile for the (002) reflection
was fitted to a Gaussian curve (see Figure 29). Cauchy func-
tions were also tried but did not provide an adequate fit for
the data. Corrections were applied (see Appendix III) for
instrumental broadening, including the splitting of the
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^'l ' ^^2
doublet. Lqq2 calculated with these corrections was
found to be 285 X. Specifically, this value represented the
dimension of the average crystallite which has been found to
be aligned in a direction 2°58« from the capillary flow axis.
A value of 220 R was also measured in a similar manner from
the (110) reflection obtained on the strand, in addition to
these wide angle determinations of the crystallite dimensions,
a low angle x-ray spacing of 2 30 +20 R along the strand length
has been determined. Note that the L^^^ value reflected only
the dimension of the crystallites, while the low angle value
represented the combined amorphous and crystalline spacing.
Electron Diffraction
Selected area electron diffraction using a Phillips EM
200 electron microscope equipped v;ith a tilting stage has been
carried out on samples obtained from the strands. In Figure
30, a carbon replica of the structure from the inner core was
obtained on which several of the ultimate fibers (200-250 A
diameter) had adhered. These fibers were exposed to an electron
beam which covered the area denoted in Figure 30 by a square.
Spot diffraction patterns v;ere obtained from this and other
such target areas; the observed reciprocal lattice points were
graphed (see Figure 31). The (oo^) reflections were ob-
served, indicating that the polyethylene chains in the crystal
lattice were oriented parallel to the length of the fibers.
The presence of additional reflections as v;ell as those from
the (oo^) planes indicated that a continuous crystalline
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order persisted in the fibers over the distance of the beam
aperture (approximately 5000 S) . Furthermore, the electron
diffraction patterns of the fibrous structure of the outer
sheath showed only a few arcs, rather than sharp spots, in-
dicative of a significantly less ordered structure than that
of the inner core. More detailed information concerning the
electron diffraction experiments has been presented in a pre-
vious report,
Discussion
The electron diffraction data has supported the electron
microscopy in delineating two different types of structures,
one dominating the inner core and the other found in the outer
sheath. On the basis of the electron diffraction (see Figure
31), the 200-250 R diameter fibers of the inner core appeared
to be composed of an extended chain crystal structure. Sche-
matic diagrams of two extended chain crystal models were con-
sidered (see Figure 32-a and 32-b) , The model for crystal-
lization under high pressure was proposed for a structure that
91 98has been extensively discussed by Wunderlich, * In order to
obtain such a perfect degree of crystalline order in which lamel-
lae of same thickness as v;ould result from completely extended
chains v;ere produced, static pressures of at least 3000 atm,
must be used in conjunction with lengthy annealing times measured
in hours. These conditions did not exist for the crystallization
procedure in the Instron Rheometer where the pressure was limited
to less than 2000 atm. and the crystallization time was usually
measured in seconds. The extended chain crystals produced in the
rheometer under the combined orientation and pressure effects
had, in all probability, a structure in which the polyethylene
had not undergone molecular weight fractionation (as in the
most perfect of the high pressure lamellae ), but had instead
fitted into a crystalline lattice similar to that in Figure
32-b, Random defects, believed to be due primarily to chain
ends, weie intersperced throughout each of the 200-250 R
diameter fibers from the inner core. Neither of the models
proposed in Figure 32-c and 32-.d were justified for the inner
core structure in viev/ of fne confirmed high degree of order
over at least 5000 X, the dimension of the electron beam re-
sulting in sharp diffraction spots. Essentially, the multi-
lamellae structure of the latter two models could not have
resulted in a coherent diffraction for the observed non-(oo£)
reflections. Note that the (oos,) reflections could be ex-
plained by any of the four models since the chains in the crystal
by the measured orientation function.
Either of the m.odels in Figures 32-c and 32-d can be used
to explain the structure of the outer sheath. The x-ray Lqq2
value of 235 a for the crystallite size and the low angle
spacing of 230 R are believed to have been the result of dif-
fraction only from this portion of the strand. A cross texture,
resembling epitaxial lamellar growth, has been observed in the
electron microscope for the outer sheath. Such an oriented
lamellar structure would indeed give rise to both a low angle
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spacing and sharp wide angle reflections. Thus the 3000 X
diameter fibers of the outer sheath are believed to be basical-
ly composed of lamellae. Such a structure is adequately described
by either of the models in Figure 32-c and 32-d. Using that of
Figure 32-c, the lamellae were held together by tie molecules
that extended between adjacent lamellae. Such a structure has
92been proposed by Peterlin for drav;n polyethylene. The model
in Figure 32-d v/as developed by Keller and Machin^^ for crys-
tallization under stress. An extended chain backbone has
nucleated chain folded lamellar growth in planes perpendicular
to the fiber axis. Note that the Keller and Machin model, based
on extended chain backbones, and the Peterlin model, with its
tie molecules, were consistent with the measured degree of
8 7
crystallite orientation and the high modulus values.
Additional studies are presently being considered in order
to evaluate the validity of the models for the structure in the
outer sheath. Hov/ever, the most interesting result so far ob-
tained has been the formation of an extended chain crystal
structure (the inner core of the strand) directly from the
bulk state under pressures less than 2000 atm. and with relatively
short crystallization times. The use of both orientation and
pressure have resulted in a unique structure with a high degree
of uniaxial coherence. The Instron procedure was also utilized
to crystallize polypropylene, and the results are summarized
in Appendix IV. In addition, Appendix V outlines suggested
areas for future research.
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APPENDIX I.
OSCILLATING FLOW BEHAVIOR BELOW 150°C
Data is provided for the high density polyethylene in the
region of oscillatory shear behavior (often referred to as the
land melt fracture region). This region has been discussed in
detail for temperatures greater than 150°C in research reported
previously. '•^^"-'^'^ The purpose of this section is first to
define the relationship of the irregular pressure oscillations
that sometimes accompany crystallization to the regular oscil-
lations indicative of land melt fracture^*^^ and second to discuss
the oscillating pressure traces accompanying land melt fracture
for temperatures below 150°C.
Figure 33 shov/s the flow curves for both Phillips Marlex
6009 and the lov;er viscosity Dupont Alathon 7050. At a tempera-
ture of 145°C, the Alathon 7050 showed regular stress oscil-
lations (shaded area) at a nominal shear rate at the capillary
wall of 923 sec"^, oscillations v;hich did not result in crystal-
lization. In fact, the oscillations disappeared for the higher
shear rate of 1845 sec"'^ and 4614 sec""^. For Marlex 6009, the
regular-type stress oscillations betv/een 1.60 and 2.00 x 10^
2 -1dynes/cm. v/ere found in the region including 185 sec and
461 sec"^. At a higher plunger velocity of 1.0 cm/min. corre-
sponding to a nominal shear rate of 923 sec""'', melt flow of the
Marlex extrudate ceased; that is, massive crystallization occurred
However, at this plunger velocity irregular oscillations that
accompanied crystallization did not start until a shear stress
of 5.0 X 10^ dynes/cm.^ v/as attained. Note that these observed
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stress oscillations are analogous to the pressure oscillations
of Figure 1, since the shear stress was computed only from the
capillary geometry and the pressure drop. It is also rele-
vant to note that the value of the lowest irregular oscillation
6 2(5.0 X 10 dynes/cm. ) is more than a factor of two greater
than the values stated above for the regular oscillations of
the land melt fracture region. No attempt has been made to
graphically plot the shear values accompanying crystallization;
in fact, the terms shear stress and shear rate are used with
caution in referring to the flow of a partially crystalline
melt because the basic assumption of incompressibility is no
1 , . , 108longer valid.
In view of the divergency betv/een the pressure oscillations
accompanying crystallization and those associated with melt
fracture (both in shape and magnitude), it is reasonable to
state that the two types of oscillations are not due to the same
cause. At the present time, no evidence has been obtained that
would result in an interrelationship of melt fracture with crys-
tallization.
In the exploratory studies concerning a possible corre-
lation of melt fracture and the crystallization process, a number
of interesting points were observed in the land melt fracture
process at temperatures below 150°C. On the basis of data
o 102
obtained at temperatures greater than 170 C, Myerholtz
found that the upper critical shear stress increased by 2 x
lO"^ dynes/cm. ^-°C (see Figure 33 for the definition of an upper
critical shear stress,!^). Data obtained in these laboratories
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shows an upper critical shear stress for Marlex 6009 of
2.9 X 10 dynes/cm. at 190°C and 2.0 x 10^ dynes/cm.^ at
145°C (see Figure 33 for latter value). This drop in the
upper critical shear stress of 0.9 x 10^ dynes/cm.^ over a
45°C range is in agreement with the coefficient established
by Myerholtz. Thus the upper critical shear stress is pre-
dicted accurately by the Myerholtz coefficient, even at
temperatures as low as 145*^C.
Also of interest to the topic of melt fracture is the
effect of capillary entrance angle observed at a temperature
of 148®C. From data obtained at 190°C, Metzger found that the
capillary entrance angle had no significant effect on the ini-
10 7tial shear rate at which the load oscillates. Myerholtz,
using an Instron Rheometer augmented with a variable speed
drive mechanism, found a slight effect of the entrance angle
at 190^C; the critical shear rate for the onset of oscillating
flow (y in Figure 33) decreased by approximately 10% on going
from a 60^ to a 180^ entrance angle,^^^ At a temperature of
148^C, an entirely different result was obtained; the critical
shear rate increased on going from a 60*^ to a 180^ entrance
angle. Using stainless steel capillaries of 0.0508 cm diameter
and 2.54 cm length, the 50° entrance angle capillary resulted
6 2
in regular stress oscillations (1.50 - 1.71 x 10 dynes/cm. )
at a plunger velocity of 0.2 cm/min. corresponding to a nominal
shear rate of 185 sec""'*. However, the 180° entrance angle
capillary under the same plunger velocity resulted in an
equilibrium (rather than oscillating) pressure trace corresponding
to a shear stress of 1.95 dynes/cm.^ (accompanied by gross
extrudate swelling). ' Thus temperatures belov/ 150*^C may result
in anomalous effects in melt fracture studies.
It is of interest to note that transparent strands hove been produced
at in capillaries having entrance angle geometries varying from
90*^ - 180°, The external appearance of strands produced with the Instron
procedure did not vary in any consistent manner. No systematic study of
orientation functions and melting points was conducted as a function of
entrance angle.
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APPENDIX II
INSTRUMENTAL CONDITIONS FOR THE
X-RAY DIFFRACTION MEASUREMENTS
Quantitative intensity determinations were obtained using
the Picker FACS-1 automated x-ray diffraction system. This
unit includes an incident beam monochromator of the Furnas
perpendicular-bounce design; using a highly oriented graphite
crystal, a four-circle goniometer, a scintillation detector,
and an on-line PDP-8S computer for automatic control. The
FACS-1 unit was originally designed for single crystal struc-
ture determinations, but has since been adopted for studies of
polycrystalline samples.
When speaking of the resolution of this system v;e must
distinguish betv/eon Bragg angle (2 0) resolution and orientation
angle (x) resolution. In practice, we could attain high resolu-
tion in one angle only by sacrificing resolution in the other.
Figure 34 illustrates the geometric principles involved. The
x-ray source may be replaced by an apparent source of width
w and height h located behind the monochromator crystal. The
s ^ s
dimensions of the receiving aperture, v;^ and h^, may be con-
veniently varied without moving the location of the center of
the aperture. Assuming a tiny sample, the error in 2 9 is given
by:
5(2e ) = ![s + (11)
^r
while the error in x is given by:
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«( X) = ^ + \ (12)
L.^ L
s r
In the present work, broadening due to the finite size of the
sample may be neglected.
As shown in Equation 12, the x resolution depends upon h
,
^s' ^r* ^r' '^^^
height of the x-ray source h^ is a property
of the x-ray tube and could not be conveniently adjusted.
Similarly, no significant adjustment was possible with the
distances and which are limited by the diffractometer
design. The receiving slit height h^ ;;es reduced to as small
a value as v;as practical. The conditions used for high x
resolution v;ere: h^ = 1.5 mm, = 230 mm, h =0.5 m.m. L =
s s r r
250 mm, resulting in 6(x) value of 0.5^. in other words, the
intensity measured at any experimental x value represents the
total over a range of true x values having a width 0.5°, This
value of 6( x) is small enough, in comparison with the breadth
of the azimuthal intensitv curves, so that the effect of slit
-4. y
smearing on the x intensity curves may be neglected*
The background correction is an important consideration
in obtaining accurate orientation functions* In this context,
the term background v;as used to denote all contributions to
experimental intensity other than (hkS^) diffraction; thus
background includes diffuse coherent scattering, Compton
scattering, air and slit scattering, and electronic noise.
In the present work, no attempt was made to estimate or
measure the different contributions due to background. In-
stead, it was assumed that all intensity observed at a x value
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sufficiently removed from the diffraction maximum may be at-
tributed to background rather than to diffraction. Examination
of the raw data shov;ed that the intensity leveled off to a
fairly constant low value at a point within 10° of the maximum
in the x distribution.
For the (002) peak, data points were obtained at 0,25*^
intervals from x = 0° to x = 90°. The data obtained between
X = 0° and x = 80°, amounting to 321 data points, was averaged
to give a single background value, which v;as subtracted from the
remaining data points between x = 80.25° and x = 90°, For
the spherical integrations the data from x = 0° to x = 80° was
set identically equal to zero, on the presumption that the
fluctuations of intensity in this range v;ere not significant
compared to the counting error.
The same procedure was used for the (110), (200), and
(020) peaks, except that data v/as taken over a 30° range in x
rather than the full 90°. Thus the background for each of these
peaks represented the average of 81 data points instead of 321.
LEGEND FOR ATTACHED FIGURE
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APPENDIX III
CRYSTAL SIZE CALCULATIONS
The procedure for extracting the intrinsic line broaden-
ing B from the experimental data was taken from the standard
reference book of H. P. Klug and L. E. Alexander.
The (002) peak was step-scanned at high 29 resolution
(see Figure 35) and the resulting data was fitted to a Gaus-
sian curve of line breadth = 0,44^, v/here is the peak
width at half the maximum height. This peak is a composite
of Cu K and Cu K 02 diffraction peaks, so a correction was
applied to account for the 0,25° separation betv;een a and a.
The resulting line breadth was B = 0.31*^, The equation
was then used to correct for the breadth of the primary beam,
value obtained for 6 was substituted into Equation (11) in order
to determine the crystallite size,
LEGEND FOR ATTACHED FIGURE
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APPENDIX IV
POLYPROPYLENE CRYSTALLIZED UNDER THE
ORIENTATION AND PRESSURE EFFECTS OF A
PRESSURE CAPILLARY VISCOMETER
Evidence has been presented indicating that high density
polyethylene can be crystallized into a transparent structure
under the orientation and pressure effects available in the
Instron Capillary Rheometer ^ Furthermore, the structure
so formed under these combined effects has an unusually high
degree of crystallite orientation and perfection. With the
exception of its excellent light transmission qualities, the
properties of the structure are similar
-^o those of a quenched
high density polyethylene sample that is uniaxially oriented
by cold drawing and then annealed for a period of many hours,"^"^^
It is important to note that the structure crystallized in
the Instron can be fully formed in a matter of seconds or less,
certainly a significant distinction for possible commercial
purposes. It is necessary to evaluate with polymers other than
high density polyethylene the generality of the concept of an
orientation-pressure induced crystallization procedure in order
to obtain a morphology having an unusual combination of physical
•properties. Isotactic polypropylene is a reasonable choice in
order to test the general applicability of the Instron crys-
tallization procedure. Polypropylene is known to have greatly
reduced rates of crystallization relative to those of high
density polyethylene. ^ The primary purpose of this section
will be to compare the effects of the Instron procedure on
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polypropylene relative to those previously noted for high density
polyethylene. In conjuction with this comparison, x-ray photo-
graphs and thermal data are presented in order to illustrate
the specific effects of the orientation forces on the result-
ing polypropylene structure.
Sample Formation
The polypropylenes used for a detailed examination include
Ar/isun 1010, Avisun 1014, and Shell 5520. Except where noted,
similar effects v;ere observed on all of the samples. Figure
36 shov/s the apparent viscosity as a function of shear rate for
these polypropylenes. It is observed that the Avisun 1010 has
a significantly higher viscosity and thus a higher molecular
weight average than do the other tv/o samples. The appearance
of prominent shear thinning (reversible reduction of viscosity
with increasing shear rate) is indicative of the molecular orienta-
tion effect that is utilized in producing the morphology of the
polypropylene. The viscosity data presented in Figure 35 is
uncorrected for pressure losses in the barrel, entrance effects,
and the deviation in the apparent and true shear rates for a non-
Newtonian material. Note, hov/ever, that end effects are min-
imized by using a capillary having the relatively large length-
to-diameter ratio of 40.
In order to induce crystallization in the polypropylene,
the velocity of the plunger in the rheometer barrel is increased
(in fixed increments) until the pressure required to move the
plunger has increased sufficiently to result in crystallization.
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The formation of crystallites in the melt is evidenced by an
abrupt increase in the pressure required to drive the plunger
at the selected rate and by extreme extrudate swelling. The
latter effect is attributed to the increased elastic energy
absorption resulting from the crystallites in the flowing
mass. Figure 37 shows the effect of crystallization on the
pressure trace. The pressure simply rises to the maximum
value attainable in the rheometer (1920 atm.) on initiating a
plunger velocity at the relatively low speed of 0.1 cm/min.
Note also that the higher viscosity Alathon 1010 has a more
rapid rise in the pressure trace than that of Alathon 1014,
indicating that crystallization occurred more rapidly for the
higher viscosity polypropylene.
By choosing a rheometer temperature in the vicinity of the
atmospheric melt transition of polypropylene, it is possible to
supercool the flowing melt by increasing the applied pressure.
The melting point of polypropylene goes up v/ith increasing
pressure, approximately 0.04°C/atm. for Avisun 1014, ^"^"^ and
crystallization occurs when the polypropylene is sufficiently
below its equilibrium melt transition. In addition to the
supercooling effect of the pressure, the velocity gradients exist-
ing in the capillary entrance region likely have an effect on
the degree of supercooling. As the melt is oriented due to
these velocity gradients, its entropy is decreased so that the
total change in entropy on going from the melt to the crystalline
state is also decreased. The orientation effect would result
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in an additional elevation of the melt transition, placing the
flowing melt in a more supercooled state than that which would
occur as the result of pressure alone. It is because of this
orientation effect that it was previously postulated-*--*"^ that
initial crystallization occurs in the upper portion of the capil-
lary and in the capillary entrance region. Unfortunately, no
method has as yet been devised to separate and evaluate the
specific magnitudes of the orientation and pressure effects in
the Instron Capillary Rheometer, In any case, the polypropylene
crystallizes in the rheometer while significantly below its
melt transition, as is the usual case for crystallization dur-
ing commercial processes; the distinctly unusual factor is the
orientation effect existing in the capillary entrance region
before, during, and after the initial crystallites form. As is
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the case for polyethylene, the final transparent polypropylene
strands extracted from the capillary of the rheometer appear to
be primarily the result of the forced extrusion of a semi-crys-
talline mass formed in the rheometer reservoir adjacent to the
capillary entrance region. This is a process analogous to cold-
drawing, with the specification that the material is being drawn
near the melt transition, and the heat of fusion may actually
increase during the process, implying an increase in the crys-
talline content during drawing.
Results
A comparison of the polypropylene structure resulting from
the Instron procedure with that of thermally crystallized poly-
propylene can be made from the wide-angle x-ray photographs
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shown in Figure 38. Refer to Sample 1. of Table IX for the
details of the Instron procedure used to crystallize the sample
for Figure 38-a. An examination of the (110) and (130) reflec-
tions of the oriented strand in Figure 38-a. reveals that the
structure contains a mixture of a* - and c-axis crystallites,
aligned parallel to the strand length; in fact, the crystal
structure produced v/ith the Instron procedure is similar to
melt-extruded polypropylene and to polypropylene that is cold-
118drawn and then annealed. An analogous procedure for poly-
ethylene results in a high degree of c-axis orientation only,
as would occur for cold-drav;n polyethylene. However, a mixture
of a*- and c-axis oriented polypropylene crystallites results
from the Instron procedure even at extrusion temperatures as
low as 130°C.
It is relevant to note that the polypropylene structure is
held in the capillary at the crystallization temperature for
approximately three minutes before the strand could be removed,
A hypothesis that annealing might have occurred during this
period v;ith the resulting formation of a' -axis crystallites is
evaluated in the following experiment. The polypropylene was
crystallized at 130°C in a short capillary. The polypropylene
crystallized in the capillary and then exited as a solid strand
(implies the existence of plug flow in at least the lower portion
of the capillary). This extruded strand was rapidly removed
from the relatively hot rheometer surroundings and plunged into
cold water, thereby minimizing post-crystallization annealing.
on
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Even with this procedure, x-ray photographs revealed a mixture
of a' -and c-axis oriented crystallites. It may be concluded
that the Instron procedure in the vicinity of the melt transiti.
consistently produces polypropylene samples that are dissimilar
in crystalline orientation to purely cold-drawn (but not annealed)
material. Hence crystallization of a flowing polypropylene melt
and subsequent drawing in the capillary entrance region do not
result in a high degree of uniaxial crystallite orientation
(c-axis aligned parallel to the capillary axis of flow) under
the conditions described in this report, as is, in fact, observed
using an analogous procedure for polyeth^^lene crystallization.
The effect of the orientation forces during the crystalliza-
tion procedure have also been evaluated for polypropylene. The
x-ray photographs in Figure 39 show the influence of the velocity
gradient during crystallization. The photograph for the segment
near the capillary entrance indicates a much lower degree of
orientation than that for the segment obtained near the middle
of the 7.62 cm long strand. Here degree of orientation refers
to the sharpness of the crystallite distributions about the c-
and a' -axes, rather than to the crystallite distribution about
the c-axis alone. Specifically, an examination of the (110)
reflections for the photographs shown in Figure 39, obtained
under identical exposure and development times, reveals the
differences betv/een the crystallite orientation of the two
structures. The lov/er degree of orientation of the upper seg-
ment is defined by the ring that can be observed for the (110)
reflection at any azimuthal angle; thus, there is such a broad
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scattering of crystallite orientation that a number of crys-
tallites can be regarded as being neither c- nor a'
-axis oriented,
but rather randomly oriented. The random orientation for the
middle segment of the strand is negligible (no appearance of a
concentric ring for the (110) reflection). The particular
conditions for formation of these segments were such that the
top segment was formed under an orientation effect resulting
from the acceleration of the polypropylene in the capillary entrance
region from essentially zero velocity in the barrel to approxi-
mately 0.05 cm/min. in the capillary. In contrast, the middle
segment was formed under a significantly larger longitudinal
velocity gradient resulting from the acceleration of the material
5 to 780 cm/min. over the same entrance region, assuming that
the extrusion rate at the instant of initial crystallization
was determined only by the geometry of the system and the plunger
velocity. The conditions for sample formation are listed in
Table I, Sample 3. After crystallization occurred, the pres-
sure v;as held at 1900 atm. for thirty minutes and slow extrusion
continued at the rate of 0.05 cm/min. It was under this greatly
reduced velocity that the top segment v;as crystallized, while
the middle segment can be reasonably assumed to be the result
of crystallization under a much greater orientation force due
to the acceleration to a velocity of 780 cm/min. over the same
entrance region. Hence, the different degree of orientation in
the crystal structure is very probably the direct result of the
different velocity gradients.
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Relevant to the above conclusions, annealing may have a
significant effect on crystallite orientation, and it is of
interest to evaluate the effects of annealing in the samples
examined in Figure 40. Thus polypropylene was crystallized
under identical conditions except that the pressure was re-
moved immediately after crystallization v;as induced in the
capillary. This procedure resulted in a decrease in total
orientation, as evidenced by the x-ray photographs of Figure
40. one sample was annealed for thirty minutes and the other
was removed from the capillary immediately after formation.
As both samples were formed under identical pressure conditions
and in the same capillary, it is assumed that the orientation
effects due to the velocity gradients are identical. The
original crystallites cause the diffraction observed in the x-
ray of the unannealed sample. Randomly oriented crystallites
apparently formed during annealing, as indicated by the
appearance of scattering for all azimuthal angles of the (110)
reflections for the annealed sample. The randomly oriented
material is mainly attributed to the formation of nev; crys-
tallite rather than the reorganization of the initially crys-
tallised polypropylene, as indicated by a 1% rise in the heat
of fusion (measured by the Perkin-Elmer Differential Scanning
Calorimeter Model 1-B (DSC)). Note that an annealing effect
cannot be used to explain the previous observations concerning
Figures 39 because the most oriented sample was also the most
subject to annealing (samples prior to annealing for Figure 39
were crystallized in the same manner as Sample 3 of Table IX).
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It was found that the combined orientation-pressure effects
on the crystallization process in the rheometer produced a
relatively low melting point structure. Table X shows values
of the melting point as a function of length from the capillary
entrance for a strand crystallized according to Table IX,
Sample 3. A second strand reported in Table X shows the effect
of annealing without pressure for 30 minutes. The initially
formed crystal structure must be relatively imperfect in
order for such a large annealing effect to occur; compare the
segments of the two strands at equivalent distances from the
capillary entrance. The dual peak at 155.3 and 173. 8°C of the
annealed segment (59.3-63.1 min.) is a typical result for the
melting of annealed polypropylene in which as many as tv/elve
different peaks have been recorded as the result of tv/elve dif-
119ferent annealing temperatures. For the annealed samples in
this experiment, two different degrees of supercooling v;ere
used (ISO^C at 1900 atm. and 150^C at 1 atm.) in order to
obtain tv.'O distinct annealing effects that resulted in the dual
120
peak fusion curve. It is of interest to note that Sieglaff
has attached a different significance to dual DSC peaks obtained
from the crystallization of polypropylene in the Instron Rheometer
Specifically, he has suggested that the higher melting point is
due to the melting of the crystal structure formed under the
orientation effects existing in the capillary entrance region,
i.e. the shear-induced crystal structure.
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It is also relevant to note that an increase in the melt-
ing point cannot be consistently related to an increase in the
orientation of the structure crystallized in the rheometer; in
fact, it was generally found that the highest melting point
segments, located near the capillary exit, had the least amount
of orientation. This too is contrary to the results of
Sieglaff, v;ho reported that the greatest content of high melt-
ing point material occurred in the segment of the strand adjacent
to the capillary entrance region in which, he asserted, the maxi-
mum crystallite orientation occurred.
Previous research indicates that high density polyethylene
behaves in exactly the opposite manner"^ ''''""''^ relative to the
data presented herein for polypropylene, and this is the primary
conclusion of this appendix. An Instron crystallized polyethylene
sample with a c-axis orientation function of +0.9 had a DSC
melting point of 140^C, v;hile a sample having an orientation
function of +0.6 had a melting point of only IBQ'^C.^'^^ No
correlation of melting point and orientation was found for
polypropylene. For polyethylene, the high melting point ac-
companied by a high degree of orientation can be explained in
terms of an extended chain component in the crystal structure.
The melting point of the perfect polyethylene crystal is 142+1°C.
Noting that the melting point of the perfect polypropylene crys-
tal is 220°C,'''^"'" the observed polypropylene melting points in
the vicinity of 170°C are not sufficiently high to constitute
evidence that is consistent with the presence of an extended
chain component, thus emphasizing the distinct differences that
the Instron crystallization procedure has on polyethylene and
polypropylene. In opposition to these assertions, Sieglaff has
reported melting points for Instron crystallized polypropylene
as high as 225 C, and the small amount of material that melted
at this temperature may indeed be an extended chain crystal
structure.
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TABLE IX
SPECIFICATIONS FOR CRYSTALLIZATION
IN THE INSTRON RHEOMETER
Identi-
fication
Sample 1«
Sample 2.
Plunger
Velocity
(cm/min,
)
5.0
5.0
Rheometer
Temperature
(°C)
170
Capillary Dimensions ( cm, )*
*
Length Diameter
130
7.62
0.62
0.0752
0.0508
Sample 3, 5.0 150 7.62 0.0762
•All experiments v;ere done v;ith Shell 5520 unless noted other-
wise.
*A11 capillaries used in these experiments had a 90° entrance
angle and were constructed from tungsten carbide.
TABLE X
MELTING POINTS OF SEGMENTS OF A SHELL 5520
POLYPROPYLENE STRAND OBTAINED FROM THE INSTRON
PROCEDURE
SAr4PLE* CRYSTALLIZED AND RET^OVED IMiMEDIATELY FROM THE CAPILLARY
Distance from Capillary
Entrance (mm)
In from Peak of
Fusion Curve at
Heating Rate ( oq )
DSC
10°G/min.
0.0-3.8 166.2
11.8-15.8 165.2
15.8-19.8 166.0
19.8-23.8 166.2
23.8-29,3 165.2
29.8-33.8 166.6
33.8-39.8 166.8
39.8-44.1 168.7
44.1-48.3 169.0
54.5-58.3 170.7
58.3-62.9 171.3
62.9-66.5 171.5
66.5-70.5 171.6
SAMPLE* CRYSTALLIZED AND ANNEALED FOR 30 MIN. AT 150°C
0.0-4.0 169.6
34.0-37.3 174.5
59.3-63.1 165.3, 173.8
•See Table IX, Sample 3 for details of the Instron procedure
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APPENDIX V
SUGGESTED AREAS FOR FUTURE STUDY
A number of experiments for future research are suggested
from the procedures used in this thesis. Among these are the
use of different types of equipment, other than the Instron
Capillary Rheometer, to induce crystallization under the effect
of orientation. Light scattering and crystallization kinetics
data should also be obtained in further defining the Instron
crystallization procedure and the structure so formed.
It is suggested that useful information concerning crys-
tallization induced from an oriented melt can be obtained from
the Weissenberg Rheogoniometer as well as the Instron Rheometer.
The Weissenberg may be especially useful in separating the orienta-
ls?
tion effect from the pressure effect. Kawai has used a third
type of geometry, that of the concentric cylinder viscometer,
to induce crystallization from the dilute solution at shear
rates up to 629 sec~^. As a high shear concentric cylinder
viscometer is now available, it is of interest to carry out
further studies under the greater orientation effects that re-
sult from high shear rates applied to the undiluted melts.
Experiments using the concentric cylinder viscometer are of
commercial interest as a possible means of studying the forma-
tion of transparent films of high density polyethylene that
have been produced on calendering equipment (adjacent cylinders
rotating at different rates) that was specially adapted for
use at relatively high shear rates.
"^^^ The continuous films
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so produced are fibrillar and may in fact have a structure
identical to that resulting from the Instron Rheometer studies
detailed in the thesis.
It is also of interest to define the nucleation and growth
kinetics as a function of temperature and orientation forces
applied to the melt in order to develop a more complete under-
standing of the crystallization processes occurring within the
Instron Rheometer. Specifically, a transparent shearing hot
plate can be used in oonjunction v/ith a high speed camera in
order to detect the effect of a velocity gradient on the crys-
tallization kinetics. This is a thermostated concentric disc
viscometer in which the discs are constructed from glass and
are placed between crossed polarizers. Driving the upper disc
produces a shear field in the polymer sample located between
the discs, VJhile the upper disc rotates at a fixed rate, the
number of spherulites as well as their size is recorded on the
film as a function of time. The crystal structure so produced
can be compared with that of the strands produced in the Instron
Rheometer, A shearing hot plate capable of shear rates on the
order of 100 sec""*" and thermostated to.jf0.1*^C is presently
available in our laboratories.
A concentric cylinder viscometric dilatometer can also be
used for the study of crystallization kinetics. This instru-
ment relies on a relationship between the volume change of the
mercury level in a capillary attached to the reservoir of the
concentric cylinders and the volume change due to crystalliza-
tion of the polymer between the concentric cylinders. The data
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is interpreted in terras of the Avrami equation t-"-^"^
_
4 n TT q-^t
S VX = e
where x = volume fraction remaining in the melt
n= nucleation rate
V = volume of entire system
g = grov/th rate
t = time
Both the concentric cylinder and disk instruments can provide
a rather interesting and original set of data on the crystal-
lization of polyethylene under shearing conditions. It is, as
yet, uncertain whether the data from these instruments can also
be extrapolated to the conditions existing in the Instron
Rheometer; however, preliminary studies with the Weissenberg
Rheogoniometer suggest that the structures crystallized under
high shear in the various equipment v/ill at least be similar
to that obtained from the Instron.
An additional area for future study is that of the light
scattering of the instron samples. A light scattering study
confirmed the presence of an oriented, fiber structure in the
Instron strands, and it is of interest to pursue this study in
further explaining the transparency of the structure, previously
attributed to the high crystal orientation and crystal content
(see Chapter III). These factors minimize the orientation
and density fluctuations responsible for light scattering. It
has been specifically postulated that the orientation fluctuations
16^1
have a correlation distance much greater than the wavelength of light. In
order to evaluate this hypothesis, a transparent film can be crystallized
from a slit die'- and used as a subject of a quantitative light scattering
study. The 1^^ pattern (polarizer and analyzer aligned vertical to the
plane defined by the incident and scattered beam) is known to be a combin-
ation of both the density and orientation fluctuations, while the I
HV
pattern is the result of orientation fluctuations alone. It is proposed
that the individual correlation distances for density and orientation
fluctuations can be defined from these two patterns.
In conclusion, this thesis has been primarily concerned with high
density polyethylene. It is suggested that the Instron crystallization
procedure be applied to other polymers, such as nylon and trans~l,^-
polybutadi ene. Furthermore, several projects that were discontinued prior
to completion during this thesis should be given additional study. In
particular, the dynamic tensile modulus as a function of temperature (Vibron)
and the nitric acid studies merit further research. In the latter project,
0.0508 cm diameter strands produced at 136"C with the Instron procedure
were placed in fuming nitric acid for varying times (0.5 9 polyethylene/
100 ml HNO^ at 80°C). These strands were significantly more resistant to
the nitric acid than the typical melt-crystallized polyethylene segments
which became brittle after only four hours in acid. The ! nst ron-produced,
'V Dr. C. R. Desper found that the transparent film so produced in a slit
die of dimensions 0.1246 x 0.0055 - O.OO56 x 1.00" is biaxial ly oriented;
however, no systematic orientation or melting point studies of the films
were conducted in this thesis project.
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transparent segments remained relatively tenacious even after 2k hours
exposure. The fibrillar structure of the treated Instron strands was readily
apparent when viev/ed with an optical microscope using reflected light. In
addition, some broadening of the DSC fusion curves of the acid treated strands
was observed. Qualitative thermal studies were not attempted since It was
not feasible to remove the products of the acid treatment from the polyethylene
Itself.
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